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Union and Agency Collaborate, Reach Agreement


July 2006 Vo l . 06  No. 4


Collaboration paid off for POPA and the USPTO as
officials from both groups worked out an agreement
regarding recruitment/retention incentives and union
representation that both parties signed in mid-May.


The USPTO agreed to withdraw its collective bargaining
agreement proposals that would have, in practice, p r e v e n t e d
P O PA from effectively representing employees in personnel
m a t t e r s. P O PA agreed to withdraw its grievance requesting
to bargain over the agency ’s recently announced retention
and recruitment incentives.


This successful effort positively propelled POPA and the
U S P TO to work on identifying additional priorities ripe for
c o l l a b o r a t i o n . The union and agency now are cooperating on
drafting a proposal to the Office of Personnel Management
to raise the examiners’ special pay rate.


Recruitment/Retention Incentives
The incentive bonuses, outlined in A g e n cy


Administrative Orders 202-1 and 202-2 dated April 17, 2 0 0 6 ,
are one-time awards that require the recipient to commit to
work for the USPTO for a specified length of time or repay
all or part of the sum. The bonuses don’t accrue to an
e m p l o y e e ’s basic pay rate. P O PA anticipates that the agency
primarily will use the bulk of the incentive funds for
r e c r u i t m e n t , rather than retention.


To address retention and continuing employee attrition
c o n c e r n s, the USPTO agreed to work with POPA to request
an increase in the special pay rate. U S P TO Supervisory
Patent Examiner Maria Nuzzolillo and former POPA
President Ron Stern, the authors of the 2001 Millennium
Special Pay Rate, are collaborating on a request to OPM.


Effective Union Representation
The USPTO agreed to withdraw its plans to cut union


t i m e, eliminate employee-union confidentiality, and other
proposals that would have inhibited POPA’s aid to 


(continued on page 2)


Sen. Mikulski, P O PA News
R e a d e r


S e n . Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.)
waved a copy of the P O PA News t o
make a point to Secretary of
Commerce Carlos Gutierrez during a
recent congressional hearing.
During the Senate A p p r o p r i a t i o n s
Committee hearing on the fiscal year
2007 Department of Commerce
b u d g e t , S e n . Mikulski stated that the
growing patent pendency isn’t good
for the entrepreneurs of Maryland.
She cited the Government


Accountability Office study that reported the USPTO ’s
examiner retention problems.


Then holding up a copy of the P O PA News ( P O PA’s
e y e w i t n e s s, attorney Richard Hirn, c o u l d n ’t discern which
i s s u e ) , S e n . Mikulski asked Secy. Gutierrez how he planned
to implement the recommendations of the GAO to improve
communications and retention.


It is good to know that USPTO employees’ concerns
are being heard in the halls of Congress.







e m p l o y e e s. The current time allowances for representational
activities will continue through the next USPTO - P O PA
contract virtually intact.


Both parties came out ahead with this agreement. Th e
a g e n cy needed monetary incentives to boost a flagging new-
hire program. The union needed to maintain its ability to act
on employees’ behalf—without that, the remainder of the
collective bargaining agreement would be worthless. A n d
both groups found a common ground to work together on
additional initiatives.
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Union, Agency Reach Agreement
(continued from p. 1 )


An Editorial


The Role of P O PA News
Some newer examiners have shared with POPA their


concerns about the style of the P O PA News. They said that
the headings made the union look “ d i s g r u n t l e d ” and that the
newsletter generally only tells one “ b i a s e d ” side of the story.


Th e y ’re right.
P O PA is the employees’ advocate. It is the A s s o c i a t i o n ’s


job to tell the news from the employees’ perspective. Th e
U S P TO very capably tells its “ b i a s e d ” side of the story
directly to employees via its internal publications and
employee e-mails. P O PA provides balance.


The P O PA News supports its positions with USPTO -
generated statistics and statements as well as published
information from respected organizations within
government—such as the Government A c c o u n t a b i l i t y
Office—and without government, such as the National
Academy of Public A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . The facts are


s u b s t a n t i a t e d . They indeed are used exclusively to support
positions that stand up for patent examination integrity and
the rights and respect due to patent professionals.


Most examiners remember the pride, excitement and
optimism of the first years doing the vital and fascinating
work of patent examination. We believe in the patent system
and its value to American innovation and prosperity. We
want it to succeed. From POPA’s many years of experience
we also believe that many of the current administration’s
policies are not in the best interest of the U. S. patent system
and the employees that make it work.


For good-news reporting in the P O PA News, go to the
newsletter archives at w w w. p o p a . o r g. Look at the editions
from the first half of 2001. Yo u ’ll see proud announcements
of the USPTO ’s signing of the Millennium A g r e e m e n t ;
P O PA’s call to Congress to increase funding for the agency ;
the USPTO ’s enacting the special pay rate increase for
patent professionals. Working together, the USPTO and its
employees are capable of great things.


The P O PA News will continue to advocate for
improving the USPTO by educating the agency, i t s
e m p l o y e e s, and the wider patent community on the impact
of USPTO management decisions and employee-valuing
a l t e r n a t i v e s. We will strive to do so in a way that reflects the
sensibilities of as many bargaining unit employees as
p o s s i b l e.


Union and agency officials sign the memorandum of understanding
on re c r u i t m e n t / retention incentives and union re p re s e n t a t i o n . [L to
R] Seated: Deputy Commissioner for Patent Operations Pe g g y
Fo c a r i n o ; P O PA President Robert Budens. S t a n d i n g : Acting Chief
of the Labor Relations Branch Michele Gonsalva s ; L abor Rela-
tions Chief Negotiator Dave Dalke ; TC 3600 Director John Love. Agency Bound to Private-Office


Agreement, Arbitrator Says
The USPTO “is committed to provide a private, 1 5 0 -


square-foot office to each GS-13 through GS-15 examiner,”
stated an arbitrator in a recent decision, setting up a process
to ensure private workspace for senior patent professionals.


Arbitrator Paul J. Fa s s e r, J r. , underscored this “ p l a i n
hard fact” by telling the USPTO to “immediately take action
to provide the union with information concerning every GS-
13 to GS-15 examiner who is presently doubled and the
circumstances of such doubling.”


Fasser then said that the examiner may grieve or
challenge the USPTO ’s justification and any examiner “ w h o
is determined to have been improperly doubled shall be
entitled to appropriate disturbance time.” Disturbance time
is a 7 percent productivity adjustment for the entire time the
examiner is doubled applied to a time when it can do some
good for the employee, i . e. , at the time the grievance is
r e s o l v e d .


Fasser built this finding upon a 1999 arbitrator’s
d e c i s i o n , which stated:


“ When it is not possible to provide 150-square-foot
private offices to all unit members, then the PTO may
double up employees in grades GS-12 and below in
offices of approximately 150 square feet, but not
employees at GS-13 and above, who will be
guaranteed private offices of 150 square feet each.”
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automation training, e t c. ) .
F u r t h e r m o r e, m a n a g e m e n t ’s program makes no


provisions to deal with extended sick leave or leave without
pay for family or medical reasons until an employee exceeds
26 days per year. In other words, if an employee were ill for
more than 6.5 days but fewer than 27 days, the examiner
would remain responsible for the production during that
t i m e.


Because participants in the PAP pilot will have to elect
the Increased Flexitime Program rather than a compressed
5/4/9 or 4/10 work schedule, employees currently working a
compressed work schedule will lose the additional holiday
pay that they now receive of 10 hours for two quarters or 20
hours over a full year.


Management has proposed a new award program
applicable to the flat-goal PAP program. This flat-goal bonus
program would replace the existing gainsharing awards for
p a r t i c i p a n t s, though the special achievement awards (SAAs)
would continue.


The new award program would provide a cash award
for each production unit achieved above the employee’s
goal up to a total of $10,000 every two quarters. A GS-14
examiner with an expectancy of 20 hours per balanced
disposal (BD) could earn up to $294 per BD. If that same
examiner claims the time as overtime, h o w e v e r, he or she
can earn three to four times as much (unless the USPTO
blocks overtime or the statutory earnings cap applicable at
higher pay grades/steps limits the examiner’s overtime
u s a g e ) . I t ’s much to the USPTO ’s advantage to pay awards
for piecework balanced disposals rather than overtime.


Examiners who may be tempted to apply for this
program and new award are those already working at high
production levels and at a high percentage of examining
hours per bi-week.


This new PAP is similar to the one the USPTO
implemented more than a year ago for trademark attorneys.
(See the April-May 2005 edition of P O PA News a t
w w w. p o p a . o r g.) 


The USPTO impeded POPA’s attempts to fully
communicate the details of this flat-goal plan. P O PA sought
to inform all employees of this program at a series of
m e e t i n g s, which all examiners could take two hours of non-
examining time to attend. The agency slotted Fr i d a y, May 19
for the meetings, despite POPA’s protests that many
employees flex on that day and would be unable to attend.
Due to the size of the room allowed and the scheduling,
approximately 2,000 employees attended, with many of the
sessions standing room only. That equals less than half of the
examining corps.


P O PA has requested to negotiate on the impact and
implementation of this new PAP plan. Unless and until
P O PA and the USPTO reach agreement on this issue,
P O PA cannot recommend participation in this program to
e x a m i n e r s.


While the word on the patent community street says
that examiners need more time to do a quality examination,
the USPTO intends to start a flat-goal production plan that
will increase pressure on examiners to do more work faster.


The USPTO announced a new performance appraisal
plan (PAP) pilot program beginning Oct. 1 that would
require a flat goal of production units per year per examiner
and raise the production level required for a fully successful
performance rating by 5 percent, from 95 percent to 100
p e r c e n t . ( This does not include any additional production
increases from calculating the flat goal.)


Program participation during the pilot’s first year would
be voluntary, with the agency saying it may extend the
program after that time without negotiating with POPA .
Probationary employees will not be eligible to participate
and all participants must be on the Increased Flexitime
Program (IFP). Examiners who opt to participate must do
so for the full two-quarter period of the pilot.


An examiner volunteering for this PAP pilot would, i n
e s s e n c e, contract with the agency to act on a defined number
of cases determined by management during the review
p e r i o d . An examiner would need to complete 100 percent of
the assigned goal to maintain a fully successful rating and
keep all the benefits that require at least a fully successful
r a t i n g, e. g. , I F P, h o t e l i n g, compensatory time, and overtime.
In exchange, “ The Office has determined to grant awards for
each production unit over the established goal to a
maximum of $10K,” wrote the USPTO in its notice to
P O PA .


Do the Math
The agency said that the goals would be figured by


technology expectancy using a base goal of 80 percent
examining time (64 hours/bi-week). H i s t o r i c a l l y, the patent
corps averages 70-75 percent examining time, with the
remaining time used for training, appeals conferences,
i n t e r v i e w s, leave time, e t c. Th e r e f o r e, the new goals have a
built-in additional average increase of 5-10 percent.


The USPTO ’s assumptions of time needed by
examiners to perform non-examining functions were not
based on actual examination data. The USPTO ’s calculation
that employees should average no less than 80 percent
examining time per bi-week assumes for each employee:


■ 8 hours per holiday;
■ 20 days of annual leave per year (26 days for


employees in 8-hour leave status, 13 days for employees in
4- hour leave status);


■ 6.5 days of sick leave per year;
■ 2.5 hours per bi-week to train a junior examiner;
■ 1 additional hour per bi-week to train a junior


examiner who is a probationary examiner;
■ 1 hour per bi-week for classification of new cases;
■ 1 hour per bi-week to process pre-grant publications;
■ A total of 5 hours per bi-week for all other categories


of non-examining time (restrictions, P C T s, legal or


USPTO Flat-Goal Plan Equals Higher Examiner Production Goals
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Hoteling Survey Checks Out
Examiner Concerns


Tweaking the current USPTO hoteling program to
address employee anxieties about the program would
produce greater enrollment and employee satisfaction,
according to a recent POPA survey of patent examiners.


The May survey of almost 1,200 examiners showed that
only 8 percent of the eligible employees surveyed had signed
on to the hoteling program, while 37 percent had chosen not
t o. (Of those surveyed, 52 percent were ineligible at the time
to enroll.)


Responses indicated great employee concern about not
being compensated for production time lost when hoteling
computer systems are slow or not working. S i m i l a r l y,
employees seemed wary of giving up their USPTO office in
the event that hoteling didn’t work out for them—nearly 60
percent said they would much more likely apply for hoteling
if they had the option of keeping their office for six bi-weeks
following their start on the program.


Several of the survey questions showed that the agency
can make changes in hoteling that will attract many more
examiners to participate, such as granting examiners the
ability to continue hoteling during a performance
improvement period. Respondents overwhelmingly backed
a POPA - U S P TO partnership on the terms of hoteling,
denoting the need for more employee input on the program.


P O PA welcomes the opportunity to work with the
U S P TO to make the hoteling program more successful for
the agency and employees.


Kinks in the Hoteling Chain
Problems A g gr avate Program Startup


Many examiners who opted into the hoteling program
have been met with inexplicable denials of non-production
time for the many hours needed for their office move,
training and the associated disturbance time. P O PA has filed
an Association Grievance on their behalf to have them
rightfully compensated for their time.


Many examiners were astounded by the “ g r o s s
i n e q u i t y ” in the refusal of non-production time, as one
examiner wrote.


“ When I moved my office from Crystal City to
[ C a r l y l e ] , I was granted 18 hours to pack and unpack,” h e
s a i d . “ When I moved from [Carlyle] to my home office, I
was granted a total of one hour to scrounge boxes, pack 22
b o x e s, find something to transport those boxes to the front
of the building, bring my car to the front of the building for
loading followed by returning it to the parking garage to
avoid a ticket while I brought another load down, drive the
carloads of boxes home, carry the boxes to my basement
office and unpack those boxes.”


Examiners similarly were denied disturbance time when
“the training room where we were forced to work for nine
days was a noisy conference room set up with workstations


P O PA Hoteling Survey
1,198 patent examiners responded


1. Without regard to eligibility, what type of telework program would
you be interested in MOST?
1 day/week (current program) – 13.0%
2 days/week, keep office – 39.0%
3 days/week, share office – 8.9%
Hoteling – 35.5%


2. If you are eligible under management’s current criteria, have you 
signed up for the hoteling program? 
a) Yes – 8.2% b) No – 36.6% c) Not Eligible – 52.1%


Questions 3-8:
Regardless of whether or not you are eligible, how important is each of the following
items in making you more likely to apply for a hoteling program? Please circle either
A, B or C for questions 3-8 according to the scale below.


A = not important      B = somewhat important      C = extremely important


3. Keep your USPTO office for 6 bi-weeks after starting a hoteling 
program.
A. 13.1% B. 26.0% C. 59.4%


4. You can continue hoteling even during a performance improvement 
period (after receiving an oral warning).
A. 13.9% B. 33.6% C. 51.0%


5. You get compensated (i.e. non-production time) when the computer 
systems are slow or not working.
A. 4.5% B. 12.0% C. 82.3%


6. You are permitted to use hoteling space two (2) days per week.
A. 21.8% B. 39.7% C. 36.8%


7. Travel time to and from the office is part of your official duty time.
A. 18.8% B. 27.9% C. 51.5%


8. POPA and the Agency reach an agreement on the terms of the 
program, and POPA endorses the program.
A. 6.3% B. 18.5% C. 73.4%


9. Do you think that hoteling will negatively impact the quality of patent 
examination?
a) Yes – 21.2% b) No – 38.3% c) not sure – 39.2%


10. Do you think that hoteling will increase the training burden on the 
employees not on the program (i.e. employees who work almost 
exclusively at Carlyle)?
a) Yes – 65.4%  b) No – 11.9% c) not sure – 21.2%


11. Do you think it will negatively impact you if your supervisor 
participates in hoteling?
a) Yes – 51.0% b) No – 30.7% c) not sure – 16.9%


12. Are you a POPA dues-paying member?
a) Yes – 66.5% b) No – 31.6%


for 11 examiners,” an examiner stated.
“My production in the training room was virtually non-


e x i s t e n t ,” wrote another. “People are on the phone, t a l k i n g
to the other examiners in the room, asking questions of the
i n s t r u c t o r s, walking around.”


Hoteling employees have also reported to POPA ,
h o w e v e r, that once their home offices are up and running,
the lack of commuting offsets the trials and tribulations of
the hoteling startup.







Triple Winners of Community
Day Quiz


Many people tested their knowledge of POPA and the
U S P TO by taking the annual POPA Community Day Quiz,
producing a three-way tie for first place.


The three winning participants were bargaining unit
members Robert Popovics of TC 1700, Urmi Chattopadhyay
of TC 3700, and David Dunn of TC 3600. Congratulations to
our winners.


N e x t , a disclaimer: P O PA has never been affiliated with
nor utilized lobbyist Jack A b r a m o f f, as some may have
thought from Question 1 on the quiz. Former Congress-
woman Helen Bentley (Md.) has served as POPA’s lobbyist
for approximately ten years now.


In Question 2, the last USPTO director or
commissioner who was also a patent attorney was Q. To d d
D i c k i n s o n . To answer Question 3, under management’s
proposed contract, three years is the time period in which
you must not have had an adverse action taken against you
to definitely qualify for maternity/paternity compensatory
t i m e.


For Questions 4 and 5, the numbers of members of the
P O PA Executive Committee who held law degrees and who
held doctoral degrees at the time of Community Day was six
and three, r e s p e c t i v e l y. H o w e v e r, the very next week, P O PA
Electrical Delegate Julie Anne Wa t k o, TC 2600, g r a d u a t e d
from law school, raising the number holding law degrees to
s e v e n . Congratulations Julie A n n e.


To answer Question 6, P O PA negotiated the
Gainsharing Award in 1988. Fifteen women serve on the
P O PA Executive Committee, for Question 7.


The nation’s first patent examiner was Thomas Je f f e r s o n
and the subject of the first U. S. patent was potash to answer
Questions 8 and 9, r e s p e c t i v e l y.


Many people were not aware that POPA had


negotiated for all of the programs listed in Question 10—
Signatory Au t h o r i t y, Compressed Work Schedules, Tr a n s i t
S u b s i d i e s, Special Pay Rates, Gainsharing Aw a r d s,
Compensatory Ti m e, Te l e w o r k , P a r t - Time Schedules and
Law School Tu i t i o n .


The director or commissioner who was a former
congressman was James Rogan in Question 11, and the
director or commissioner who revived the Law School
Tuition Program was Jon Dudas in Question 12.


On a humorous note, an employee in USPTO Labor
Relations wrote, in answer to the question of how many
members of the POPA Executive Committee hold law
d e g r e e s, “ Too damn many.”
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The three winners of the 2006 POPA Community Day Quiz
re c e i ve their cash prizes from POPA President Robert
B u d e n s. [L to R]: Robert Po p ov i c s, TC 1700; U r m i
C h a t t o p a d h yay, TC 3700; B u d e n s ; D avid Dunn, T C 3 6 0 0 .


P O PA Lobbyist Honored
At a June 1 celebration of the


300th anniversary of the Port of
B a l t i m o r e, Maryland Gov. R o b e r t
Ehrlich announced that the port
would be renamed the “Helen Delich
Bentley Port of Baltimore” after its
longtime supporter, Helen Bentley, a
former Maryland congresswoman
and current lobbyist representing
P O PA’s concerns before Congress.


B e n t l e y ’s association with the
port began in 1945, when she started
as a reporter for The Baltimore Sun
covering the port. Her work led to her being named the
chair of the Federal Maritime Commission in 1969. D u r i n g
her tenure in Congress from 1985 to 1995, she supported the
p o r t ’s modernization. After leaving Congress she’s served as
a consultant to the port.


P O PA officials credit Bentley for helping the union to
gain the ear of Capitol Hill decision-makers on patent
examination issues.


Helen Delich Bentley


In the Know


Transit Subsidy Info
A new e m p l o y e e recently asked a POPA


representative about how to handle the excess money
remaining on a SmartTrip card provided by the USPTO
transit subsidy program. P O PA inquired and the USPTO
representative replied (verbatim):


Currently a maximum of $300 may be put on the
S m a r t Trip card. I f, at the end of the calendar quarter
(March 31, June 30, September 30, or December 31),
there is transit subsidy benefit remaining on the
S m a r t Trip card, the employee can write a check for the
amount of the unused transit subsidy benefit to the
“Director of the USPTO,” and turn it in to the Office
of Finance (Carlyle Place, Suite 300).
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Supporting Quest for Quality
Examination in Europe


The members of the Staff Union of the European
Patent Office (SUEPO) are, like USPTO examiners, f i g h t i n g
with their management to maintain quality patent
e x a m i n a t i o n . EPO management wants to change their
performance standards in ways that would dramatically
increase their production requirements and adversely affect
the quality of examination.


The POPA Executive Committee unanimously
approved a resolution of support for its fellow examiners at
the EPO, which POPA President Robert Budens trans-
mitted in June to SUEPO Central Chairman Francois Basty.


EPO management, like the USPTO, is attempting to
increase the production of its examiners at the expense of
q u a l i t y. P O PA wishes its fellow EPO examiners well as they
continue their fight to maintain high quality examination.


USPTO Heeds POPA, 
Cancels Proposed Firing
The USPTO rescinded an employee’s notice


of proposed removal after heeding POPA’s oral
and written replies on the employee’s behalf,
signaling the agency ’s possible willingness to
consider the mistaken actions of its supervisors
instead of seeking costly arbitrations.


P O PA had argued that the GS-13 examiner—
w h o ’d received the proposed removal notice for
unacceptable performance in the critical element
of production goal achievement—did not make his
production because his supervisor refused to
promptly and properly review the work that he
had timely turned in. The supervisor also denied
production credit for any of the examiner’s work
until the supervisor had signed it, even though GS-
13s routinely submit work in final form. The super-
v i s o r ’s lack of action set the examiner up to fail.


Given his GS-13 status, the employee was
entitled to “cursory review” and the supervisor
had ample time to review and credit all the work
that was handed in prior to the end of “ c o u n t
M o n d a y.” I n s t e a d , after 2 p. m . on that count
M o n d a y, the supervisor refused to review any
more of the employee’s work, though the
supervisor could count work until 5 p. m . that day
and knew that the employee needed the two extra
counts to meet production and avoid being fired.


P O PA pointed out to the USPTO that this
case was even more compelling than another
similar case that POPA had arbitrated, winning the
e m p l o y e e ’s reinstatement.The agency apparently
agreed and withdrew the notice of proposed
r e m o v a l , seeming to realize that its own agent was
responsible for not promptly reviewing and
counting the employee’s work.
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Arbitrator Upholds Special Rate Increase Requirements
Orders USPTO to Talk with POPA on Alternatives


An arbitrator found that the USPTO in 2003 used
“improper and illegal tactics” to avoid giving patent profes-
sionals a pay increase to maintain the 10-15 percent special
rate pay differential as mandated by the Millennium Agree-
ment, and ordered the agency to negotiate with POPA
options for compensating employees with back pay including
interest.


Arbitrators have decided two of the five grievances (for
years 2002 through 2006) that POPA filed regarding the
USPTO’s failure to follow the Millennium Agreement on
increasing the special pay rate — both decisions were in the


employees’ favor. More importantly, in this case the
arbitrator expressly found for POPA on several critical issues
the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) had relied
on in overturning the arbitrator’s decision in the first
grievance (the 2002 case).


The July 25 decision by arbitrator Salvatore J. Arrigo
affirmed that the 2000 USPTO-POPA Initiatives for a New
Millennium agreement “obligates PTO to make yearly
requests to OPM [the Office of Personnel Management] for
approval to increase special pay schedules in line with 


(continued on page 2)


Big Expansion of Patents
Telework Program


A dramatic expansion of the Patents Telework Program
(PTP)—enabling all GS-12 and above Patents employees
with a minimum of two years of service to participate—was
agreed upon by POPA and the USPTO in late July.


The agreement also delineated the deployment of new
Multimedia Communications Systems (MCS) collaboration
tools for examiners and made minor clarifications to the
eligibility language in the Non-Duty Hours Technical Train-
ing Program and the Non-Duty Hours Legal Studies Program.


Noteworthy points of the broadened PTP:
■ PTP participants may work from the alternate


worksite one day per week;
■ A one-time application period of two weeks will


commence upon prompt publication of the PTP’s
announcement and application instructions in the USPTO
Weekly and through the chain of command;


■ The USPTO will provide within six weeks of the end
of the application period written notification of employees’
acceptance or non-acceptance to all who file an application;


■ Newly selected employees will be eligible to telework
as soon as they are accepted into the program and have
completed training;


■ The USPTO will hold four PTP application periods
each year, in November, February, May and August;


■ The agency shall notify all PTP participants to update
their PTP information each October;


■ For librarians this will be a pilot program, with
participants required to have high-speed, broadband
Internet access at the alternate work site. The pilot will be
evaluated at six months; telework for librarians will continue


(continued on page 2)


OCIO Revises Position
Descriptions to Seek 


“Younger Blood”
Booing and yelling erupted at an August all-hands


meeting of Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO)
employees when an OCIO official stated that the agency
was rewriting all OCIO position descriptions essentially
because the office needs to bring in some “younger blood”
with fresher ideas.


OCIO professionals—mostly highly trained computer 
(continued on page 3)
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increases in locality pay.” The agency had contended that
such requests to OPM were unnecessary when employee
attrition was low. The arbitrator disagreed, saying that it
“does not prevent the agency from honestly certifying and
explaining that the need is based upon the Agency’s long-
term needs regarding recruitment, training and retaining.”


When the agency failed to request an OPM pay
increase, it thought it was off the hook in having to fulfill the
second step in the agreement, which states, “If OPM refuses
the request, the agency shall enter into discussions with
POPA in order to provide substantially equivalent
alternatives.”


Again, Arbitrator Arrigo found in the employees’ favor
that the purpose of that sentence “was to find a mechanism
to maintain the 10 percent to 15 percent salary differential.”
Therefore, even though the agreement didn’t expressly state
it, “the most reasonable and sensible interpretation” is to
require POPA and the USPTO to find comparable
alternatives.


No Stepping on USPTO Toes
The USPTO argued during this arbitration that the


entire Millennium Agreement section on pay is
inappropriate because it interferes with management’s right
to retain employees. Arrigo emphatically differed, writing,
“The record leaves no doubt that changes in the manner of
conducting patent searches by eliminating paper files
primarily and adding customer service duties and obtaining
a special pay schedule were in relationship as a quid pro
quo.” He noted that the Millennium Agreement would
contain no agreement to change work conditions without
agreement on the pay increase elements.


Arrigo concluded that “the agency’s improper and
illegal tactics as found above have resulted in withholding,
for a considerable period of time, money employees were
entitled to receive, but for the agency’s improper actions,”
and called for any monetary compensation to include
interest.


Employees should not start calculating their back pay
award just yet. The USPTO may appeal this decision to the
FLRA as they did in the 2002 case. Even if that appeal is
successful and the FLRA vacates the arbitrator’s decision,
POPA would have a good chance of winning its subsequent
appeal to the federal court. This entire process could take
approximately two more years, which could mean two more
years of back interest due employees.


The outcome of this case also bodes well for POPA’s
grievances regarding the USPTO’s inaction on maintaining
the special rate pay differential in the other grievances for
2004, 2005 and 2006.


Employees continue to hope that the USPTO will do
the right thing by settling these grievances with POPA and
paying employees the money the agency promised them in
the Millennium Agreement.
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Rate Agreement Upheld (continued from p. 1)


while the USPTO determines whether or not to continue
the program.


New Tools Available, Not Required
The agency will deploy MCS collaboration tools to all


patent examiners’ workstations but agreed that use of the
tools by on-site Carlyle examiners will be voluntary until the
USPTO has met its legal obligations to officially notify and
negotiate with POPA.


The new collaboration tools will permit employees to
communicate via video conferencing, use their workstations
as a telephone and allow senior examiners to interactively
review the work of junior examiners from remote locations.


To view the full agreement, go to www.popa.org and
click on Useful Information and then Agreements.


POPA and USPTO officials signed the Telework and MCS agree-
ment in late July. [L to R] Seated: Deputy Commissioner for
Patent Operations Peggy Focarino; POPA President Robert
Budens. Standing: Labor Relations Chief Negotiator Dave Dalke;
TC 3600 Director John Love; POPA Vice President/Director of
Grievances Larry Oresky.


Teleworks Program (continued from p. 1)


Grievance Win Allows a 
Working Vacation


POPA won an informal grievance to enable an
examiner to come to the office and examine cases while on
approved annual leave, after the supervisor later disallowed
the use of the leave.


Yes, you read correctly: An employee had wanted to use
vacation time to work and management had prohibited it.


Something’s wrong with this picture.
Last May an examiner requested and received approval


for 40 hours of annual leave. On Thursday of the vacation
week, the supervisor realized that the employee was work-
ing on site and charged that day’s time to examination time.


After talking with POPA, the examiner in June filed an
informal grievance citing the union’s negotiated agreement
and seeking a correction. In July the USPTO granted the
grievance and corrected the time charged.


The big story is the one told between the lines:
Examiners feel compelled to burn their annual leave to
make their production goals to keep their jobs.
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After successfully collaborating with POPA on a pilot
program, the USPTO announced in July that it would be
deploying dual, 21” monitors for all on-site examiners. The
deployment is currently planned for October. POPA has
been advocating for dual monitors for many years and, in
particular, since 2001 when POPA representatives first
demonstrated the effectiveness of the dual-monitor
configuration to USPTO management.


POPA’s first dual-screen mock-up for senior Patents
management used one of the then-existing monitors and a
new 21” flat-screen monitor identical to the ones currently
used. POPA showed how installing them would have made
it, as the recent USPTO Weekly Extra stated, “easier to
navigate documents and filing systems, to switch between
open applications and tools, and to cut and paste
information.” Done five years ago, it would have given the
Patent corps this capability much earlier for very little
additional expense.


The agency, however, did not want to commit to a
budget for two monitors. When new Patents management
came on board in 2005, POPA renewed its efforts to educate
management about the benefits of a dual-monitor system.
Once the USPTO was convinced, it took this past year to
run the pilot, evaluate its results, test all the equipment, and
obtain approvals for capital expenditures.


POPA extends its thanks to the examiners of art units
1634, 2829 and 3652 for participating in the dual-monitor
pilot on behalf of their fellow employees.


This illustrates the useful benefits for employees and the
agency that can result when the USPTO is willing to work in
partnership with POPA.


Five-Year Effort Nets Dual
Monitors


TC 1600 Improves 
Second-Pair-of-Eyes Reviews
After meeting with POPA representatives to discuss


examiners’ concerns, Technology Center 1600 managers
issued an upfront memo Aug. 3, 2006, that rescinded lists
that had fallen into employees’ hands of “bad” examiners
targeted for a “second-pair-of-eyes” quality review.


The managers also revised the second-pair-of-eyes
review criteria and expanded “refresher” training on major
examining topics to include all TC 1600 examiners.


The issues arose recently when the agency generated
lists of examiners whose work was allegedly deemed
questionable and therefore targeted for the second-pair-of-
eyes review. One list, left in a public place, quickly circulated
among employees. A veteran examiner, who’d never had an
error charged, was on that list. The employee confronted a
manager, who responded that the examiner was on the list
because of a quality reviewer’s “gut feeling” about the
employee’s work. The lists included other examiners whose
quality of work had not been in question.


To reverse the resulting downward morale spiral, TC
1600 managers talked with POPA officials and afterwards
sent a straightforward memo to all TC 1600 employees
acknowledging and apologizing for “any inaccurate, off-the-
cuff response” by managers to examiners’ concerns. The
agency said it has reevaluated the review criteria and is
“revising the process to consider only allowance review
data, and only those situations when a clear problem is
verified and correction is necessary.”


In addition to spelling out the rationale for the review
program, the memo also detailed the beefed-up five-week
refresher-training course (two hours per day, four days per
week) that will be provided to all TC 1600 examiners. While
POPA has always been a strong supporter of training for
employees, POPA has requested that the USPTO schedule
more hours of training each day to make fewer days of on-
site training. This would be easier on employees working
remotely, who will have their schedules severely disrupted
by the current schedule. POPA hopes that the USPTO will
arrange more employee-friendly training hours for TC 1600
examiners.


engineers and scientists at General Schedule grades 14 and
15—had entered the Aug. 11 meeting anxious that the
agency would revise their positions to lower grades. The
agency had sent them questionnaires the prior week
regarding the particulars of their jobs. The USPTO had also
hired contractors to interview individuals in depth about the
nature of their jobs.


After the agency presentation, OCIO had allotted 30
minutes for a question-and-answer session. It took two
hours.


OCIO officials stated that the USPTO is conducting the
position description reviews because the position
descriptions had not been properly maintained and updated
for possible vacancy announcements. However, during the
meeting agency officials repeatedly referred to the actions as
“desk audits,” which are different from position description
updates. Desk audits specify what an individual employee
does to determine if he or she meets the job requirements
and justifies the position and grade. If a desk audit finds that
the individual does not, he or she can be downgraded.


During the Q&A session, officials said that for the 45
positions announced in fiscal year 2006, the agency had to
rewrite all of the position descriptions. When a POPA
official asked how many of the positions started as GS 14-15
professionals and ended up as lower graded positions,
Acting OCIO Director for Administrative Management
Francis O’Hearn did not respond directly, but literally
caused an uproar with his answer about the need for
“younger blood.”


POPA has intervened in this process as much as
allowable. The USPTO had originally asked employees to 


(continued on page 4)


OCIO Revises Position Descriptions
(continued from page 1)
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Know Your Rights


Workflow Management: You
Need to Sweat the Little Things


While workflow management only accounts for 10
percent of a primary examiner’s overall rating, it is a critical
element that cannot be overlooked.


Under the USPTO’s Examiner Performance Appraisal
Plan (PAP), if you as a patent examiner receive a marginal
rating in a critical element of the PAP such as workflow,
then you can receive no higher than a marginal rating
overall even if the other critical elements are all outstanding.
Likewise, if you receive an unsatisfactory rating in workflow,
you can receive no more than an unsatisfactory rating
overall even if all the other critical elements are outstanding.


Examiners have sometimes run into problems with
workflow management due to leftover amendments from
departing examiners, batch processing and mailing by
supervisors or legal instrument examiners, or simple
unfamiliarity with this critical element—either their own or
that of the supervisor.


You automatically earn a positive workflow point each
biweek for a total of 26 points during the rating year. These
are called “baseline points.” If you complete amendments
within shorter time frames you can earn additional positive
points (see item 7 in the workflow section of your PAP). You
must end the fiscal year with a total of 6 points or more to
avoid an unsatisfactory rating for this element. You must
have a total of 15.1 points or more at the end of the fiscal
year to be fully successful.


However, the agency can issue you a performance-
based disciplinary action for as little as one fiscal quarter’s
performance in this or any other critical element. For shorter
review periods the number of baseline points earned is
calculated differently based on a factor related to the length
of the review period. For example, in a single fiscal quarter
(seven biweeks) review period, you receive credit for 1.5
baseline points per biweek for a total of 10.5 points possible
during the quarter. You must end the quarter with at least
2.42 points or more to beat an unsatisfactory rating for this
element. You must have a total of 6.1 points or more at the
end of the quarter to be fully successful.


Pay attention to all negative workflow points received.
If you get a negative workflow point or points because a
supervisor did not review your office action in time or for
some other reason beyond your control, including having
too many amendments due in a single biweek, then you
need to e-mail the supervisor requesting a “waiver” of any
negative workflow points. Do this as soon as you find an
error in your workflow points or you realize there will be a
problem moving all your due cases.


The PAP also outlines criteria for earning additional
positive points on a quarterly or yearly basis (see items 6
and 8-12 in the workflow section of your PAP). Supervisors
sometimes overlook or fail to properly credit positive
workflow points. Often when POPA has presented this issue


to a supervisor, it has resulted in an oral warning or written
warning being rescinded by the USPTO.


In the event you receive an oral warning with regard to
workflow management due to a large number of
amendments, the supervisor needs to meet with you and
develop a workflow plan that specifies the number of
amendments you should do each biweek to overcome the
oral warning, with the remainder of the overdue
amendments being excused.


Do not just ignore an oral warning. It could lead to
further disciplinary action up to and including removal from
federal service. You should be given at least a seven biweek
performance improvement period if you receive an oral
warning for workflow management (or any other critical
element) and it is very important to make every effort to
successfully pass the improvement period.


Take the time to read and understand what is set forth
in your PAP, including in the critical element of workflow
management. What you don’t know can hurt you! Contact a
POPA representative if you have any questions concerning
the workflow management element or any other aspect of
your PAP.


complete the questionnaire over one weekend; POPA asked
for an extension of two weeks, but the agency only allowed
one week with the promise to accommodate employees who
were on vacation.


At the August all-hands meeting, the OCIO officials
said that POPA could meet to discuss the issues with OCIO
bargaining unit members. When POPA requested the
meeting, the USPTO backed away from its offer and, thus
far, has refused to schedule the meeting with employees.


POPA cannot stop the agency from conducting desk
audits, but can and will fight for employees whose positions
are improperly downgraded as a result.


OCIO Revises Position Descriptions
(continued from page 3)
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Raw Goal Plan is a Raw Deal


November 2006 Vol. 06  No. 7


A solid majority of patent examiners work voluntary
overtime to meet production goals, indicating that raising
those goals under the USPTO’s proposed “flat-goal” (or raw
goal) performance appraisal plan (PAP) would force many
examiners to work more unpaid overtime, quit or be fired,
according to the results of a May 2006 POPA survey of
examiners.


POPA queried examiners on aspects of their work lives
and their opinions regarding the USPTO’s flat-goal pilot
program, which will raise the production level required for a
fully-successful job rating from 95 percent to 100 percent and
reduce the overall availability of “other” time, which
compensates examiners for additional, examining-related
and non-examining job duties.


The survey’s question 3 shows that nearly two-thirds of
examiners work unpaid overtime to make production. [See
survey results on page 3.] Question 4 indicates that two-
thirds do not work voluntary overtime to get awards. When
you look at how many people answered yes to Question 3
and no to Question 4, it becomes clear that almost a third of
examiners are working unpaid overtime just to make their
minimum production goals. These examiners currently work
long hours just to get the required job done, not for any
bonuses.


The terms of the flat-goal pilot program account for
examiners’ use of the annual leave they earn in a year, but
not any annual leave carried from previous years. The
program doesn’t disallow use of these hours, but it assumes a
uniform usage of annual leave during two six-month rating
periods in the year. Therefore, an examiner’s production goal
will not be adjusted if the examiner needs to use additional
time off in either six-month period. Added vacation time
means added work to maintain fully-successful production.


The survey’s question 14 shows that examiners are well
aware of that dilemma, with 72 percent foreseeing an
inability to use all annual leave earned under the flat-goal
plan.


Bearing USPTO’s Burden
The flat-goal program shifts many of the USPTO’s costs


of doing patent business onto its examiners. A patent
examiner’s job demands more than the hours that are
ascribed to “examining time.” The required duties and
USPTO-recommended activities will use more hours than
the flat-goal PAP allows. These include, but aren’t limited to:
training new or junior examiners; examiners’ own job
training; classifying or assigning cases; working on
restrictions and Patent Cooperation Treaty cases; picking up
the work of other examiners who have left the agency; staff
meetings, including meetings of technology center or art unit
staff and USPTO Town Halls; Quality Review cases;
computer down time; EEO activities; blood drives;
Combined Federal Campaign events or fire drills.


The survey’s questions 6, 7, and 8 show that a large
number of senior examiners devote a fair number of hours
per biweek to training junior examiners. Question 17
indicates that examiners’ understand the impact that a flat-
goal PAP will have on their work hours, with 98 percent
indicating that they will quit training, assigning or classifying
under a flat-goal program.


Being assigned the work of fellow employees who leave
the USPTO is a common occurrence among patent
examiners due to the agency’s high attrition rate. Those who
elect the flat-goal PAP may agree to work a certain number
of cases, but they will not be exempt from having to do 


(continued on page 3)
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POPA and the USPTO agreed in October to institute a
pilot program allowing GS 9-15 examiners with agency-
provided laptop computers to work overtime from any
approved location. The key word here is “allowing” overtime
versus “requiring” it, which had been the USPTO’s previous
position.


POPA had voiced its concerns about insisting that
employees work voluntary overtime to receive a tool that
helps them do their jobs. The agency paid attention and


withdrew the requirement for more overtime.
The USPTO kicked off the pilot program “to determine


if providing examiners with laptops and routers would
improve morale, job satisfaction and productivity by creating
additional flexibility for examiners,” according to a memo
from Labor Relations Branch Chief Dave Dalke. “After
three months, the agency will determine if the benefits justify
the cost of the laptops and routers.” 


(continued on page 2)


POPA and USPTO Agree on Laptop Pilot Program without 
Overtime Requirement
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For the pilot, the agency randomly chose 300 GS 9-15
examiners with varying levels of overtime use. Participants
had to have fiber optic or cable Internet service and meet all
overtime eligibility requirements. The laptops will connect
with examiners’ desktop workstations giving them access to
all the USPTO automation tools. The USPTO plans to
distribute the laptops and routers around Nov. 1.


The equipment cannot be used to work comp time or
credit hours, only paid or unpaid overtime. Examiners on the
one-day-per-week Patents Telework program, however, can
use the laptops on their work@home day. (Hoteling
employees already have USPTO-issued equipment.)


Like the dual-screen monitor pilot, POPA believes this
program will be a great benefit to both employees and the
agency and that laptops will be made available to all
examiners following the evaluation of the pilot.


Laptop Pilot Program
(continued from page 1)


Joint Labor Management
Committee Back in Action


Since its reinstatement at the beginning of 2006, the
USPTO-POPA Joint Labor Management Committee has
made solid improvements in employees’ worklives.


The 24-person committee—three appointees from each
of the four Patents disciplines from both the agency and
POPA—meets to discuss worklife problems and possible
solutions. Some of its achievements this year so far:
■ Convex lenses in parking lots to improve safety.
■ More office supplies.
■ Software changes, specifically on eDan and IDS.
■ A production tracker in Web Time and Attendance.
■ U.S. Postal Service mail drops at Carlyle.
■ Regular office vacuum cleaning.
■ Improved classification and routing of new cases.
■ Healthier, more varied vending machine foods.


Thanks to the following bargaining unit employees who
give of their time to represent POPA and employees on this
committee:


Chemical Discussion Group
Janis L. Dote*    AU 1756 x21382
Yelena G. Gakh          AU 1743 x21257
Robert Kelly AU 1633 x20729


Electrical Discussion Group
Alicia M. Harrington* AU 2873 x22330
Sy D. Luu AU 2174 x24064


Mechanical Discussion Group
Ruth S. Smith* AU 3737 x24745
Samuel G. Gilbert AU 3736 x24725
Christoper Schwartz AU 3683 x27123


“Other” Discussion Group
Kery A. Fries* P/OPLA x27757
Ly M. Phan I/NED x25395
Robert Delahanty AU 2914 x22650
* Discussion Group chairperson


First FY2007 Quarter Extended
Senior Patents officials listened well during recent


discussions about the fiscal year 2007 calendar and took
POPA’s suggestions to modify the first quarter of FY 2007 to
include two additional biweeks. The quarter will now end on
Jan. 6, 2007. 


POPA proposed the change because a five-biweek
quarter would provide insufficient time for a quarterly
performance appraisal, which could place employees’ jobs in
jeopardy, and management was unwilling to forego
performance ratings for the short first quarter.


This change will enable employees to take annual leave
during the holiday season and still work their end-of-quarter
push to make their production goals after the new year.


The agency distributed an updated FY 2007 calendar
that supercedes the one previously sent on Sept. 18, 2006. If
you need a copy, contact POPA or your supervisor.


CFC: Your Opportunity to Give
When a close friend or family member suffers a


calamity, you extend to them your support and caring.
When you read or hear in the news of a disaster harming
many, often your first impulse is to help, to do something.


The Combined Federal
Campaign offers you an easy
way to support the people and
causes you care about.


Contributing to the
charities of your choice
through the CFC is simple and
cost effective. You choose who
gets your donation; only the
charities you designate will
receive your money. You may


spread the tax-deductible payments over the year
through payroll deduction or contribute a one-time
check. And workplace giving through the CFC cuts
fundraising costs for participating charities, enabling
more of your donation to go to those you wish to help
instead of to direct mail and advertising.


Giving through the CFC is your personal choice.
POPA and the USPTO have negotiated safeguards to
your confidentiality. In the collective bargaining
agreement, Article 4, Section 14 (F) states:


“…Solicitors shall not divulge information regarding
an individual’s contribution or allotment to anyone other
than a person designated by, and acting on behalf of, the
Personnel Processing Division, other charitable
campaigns or the U.S. Bond Drive.”


Please review this year’s Catalog of Caring to learn
about charities that touch your life, and take advantage
of the CFC’s opportunity to help.
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Raw Goal Plan (continued from page 1)


transferred cases in which they will have to do actions for
which they receive no credit.


For sick leave, the flat-goal PAP will compensate
employees for a portion of the amount of sick leave they use
in a year and, like annual leave, it assumes that sick leave
will be used uniformly in each of the two six-month rating
periods. Management’s current plan bases the raw goal on
the use of 6.5 sick days in a year. If an examiner uses more
than 10 days of sick leave, management will amend the raw
goal to compensate for the excess time taken. But if an
examiner takes seven to ten days of sick leave in a year, the
production goal will stay unchanged and must be met or the
examiner will face consequences.


“Flat Goal, Piecework” are USPTO Top Priority
While the agency states that the flat-goal plan is a pilot,


it appears the agency intends to ensure the pilot’s success
and then institute the PAP for all examiners. The agency
states in the USPTO Strategic Plan for 2007-2012 under
Objective #1: “Establish Flat Goal, Piecework and awards
above 100 Percent.”


Senior examiners who already work at high production
levels and with a high percentage of examining hours may
be the ones most tempted to volunteer for the pilot. The flat-
goal PAP is weighted in favor of those who work in excess
of 80 percent examining time, which is the minimum
required for a fully-successful rating under the flat-goal PAP.
However, the agency could raise the required minimum
even higher in the future and examiners would have no
recourse.


This self-selected sample, therefore, would be much
more likely to give the agency the positive marks it seeks,
namely higher production. The agency needs this successful
data to support the priority initiative, according to its
Strategic Plan, of implementing the flat-goal PAP for all
patent examiners.


What may work for a relatively few high performing
senior examiners will not work for the rest of the Patent
corps. If this plan is ordered for all examiners, too many will
need to work even longer hours of unpaid overtime, leave
the agency or fail.


Results of POPA Survey on 
Flat-Goal Pilot Program


Survey Conducted May 2006


1. Are you currently a non-probationary employee? 1
Yes: 70% No: 30% 


2. Are you currently on the Increased Flexitime Program?
Yes: 65% No: 35%


3. Do you work voluntary overtime to make production?
Yes: 65% No: 35%


4. Do you work voluntary overtime to make awards?
Yes: 36% No: 64%


5. Do you believe the Flat Goal Program will increase the 
number of counts that you need to do each biweek?


Yes: 74% No: 26%


6. If you train junior examiners, what correlates most 
closely to the time you spend per biweek? 2


0-3 hrs: 43% 4-7 hrs: 28% 8-10 hrs: 16%
10-15 hrs: 8% >15 hrs: 7%


7. If you assign new cases in your art unit, what correlates 
most closely to the time you spend per biweek? 2


0-2 hrs: 40% 3-6 hrs: 31% 7-10 hrs: 14%
>10 hrs: 15%


8. If you classify new cases in your art unit, what correlates 
most closely to the time you spend per biweek? 2


0-2 hrs: 32% 3-6 hrs: 34% 7-10 hrs: 22%
>10 hrs: 13%


9. Do you earn Special Achievement Awards (SAAs)?
Yes: 43% No: 57%


10. Do you earn Gainsharing Awards?
Yes: 42% No: 58%


11. Do you work paid overtime?
Yes: 41% No: 59%


12. Is the availability of awards or the availability of 
overtime more important to you?


Awards: 13% Overtime: 24% Both: 48%
Neither: 16%


13. Do you think you are over or under 80% examining 
time?


Over: 36% Under: 44%    Do Not Know: 21%


14. In view of the assumptions for the Flat Goal Plan for 
annual leave, do you think that you will be unable to use 
annual leave you earn?


Yes: 72% No: 28%


15. In a year when no one in your family or yourself has a 
serious medical condition or birth or adoption of a child, 
how much sick leave do you use?


0-7 days: 38% 8-26 days: 55% >26 days: 7%


16. Will you be volunteering for the Flat Goal Program?
Yes: 5% No: 95%


17. Will you quit training, assigning, and/or classifying under 
the Flat Goal Program?


Yes: 98% No: 2%


1 Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding.


2 Responses to questions 6, 7 and 8 suggest that those who did 
not train, assign cases or classify cases may have responded 
either under the 0-3 hours category or did not respond at all to 
one or more of these questions.
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Delegates as desired up to a maximum of 9 Chemical Area
Delegates; 13 Electrical Area Delegates; 6 Mechanical &
Business Area Delegates; 2 Designs & Other Areas.


i. Write-in candidates are permitted; however, a write-in
candidate for an Officer must receive at least 15 votes to be
elected while a write-in for an Area Delegate must receive at
least 5 votes to be elected.


j. Ballots marked with more than the maximum number of votes
permitted will not be counted.


k. While candidates are permitted to have an observer present at
the voting station during the election, no person including
candidates will be permitted to interfere with the voting
process at the voting station.


3.  Persons who cannot produce their official I.D. card should check
with the Election Chairperson. Persons who are not dues-paid
POPA members may join, pay their dues, and vote in this
election, provided they submit their dues deduction form
personally to one of the above election officials.


4.  Members are permitted to run both as an Area Delegate and as
an Officer; however, they may be elected to only one position. If
elected as an Officer, the member’s name will automatically be
removed from the list of Area Delegates.


5.  In the event of a tie vote in any race, a run-off election will be
held under the following guidelines:
a. The membership list will be closed, i.e., no new members will


be permitted to join and vote in the run-off.
b. Ballots will be prepared and distributed to the affected area,


the election will be held and the ballots counted.
c. In the event of another tie vote, the candidates will be notified


of same. Candidates will be asked if any wish to withdraw to
resolve the contest. Failing this, the run-off will be decided by
a coin flip.


6.  The candidates for Officers and Area Delegates will appear on
the ballots in the order listed on this page (asterisk denotes an
incumbent).


7.  No campaigning or campaign literature will be permitted within
50 feet of any polling room.


8.  The Association shall only give out the name, address and area
designation of members to candidates who have submitted valid
nominating petitions.


9.  No absentee ballots are permitted.


POPA 2006 Election Nov. 15-16
List of Candidates


President Robert D. Budens * 1600
Vice President Lawrence J. Oresky * 3600
Secretary Howard J. Locker * 1600
Ass’t. Secretary Pamela Schwartz * 1700
Treasurer Randall P. Myers * 2600


POPA 2006 Election Guidelines
Election of Officers and Area Delegates will be from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 15 and Thursday, Nov. 16, 2006, at the
POPA Union Office, Randolph Building, Room 1D61 (to the right
behind the guard station).


1. Only members in good standing may vote. This means you must
have paid your FY2006 dues or currently be on the payroll de -
duc tion program. (Non-dues-paid members see Note 3 below.)


2. Voting procedures will be as follows:
a. Members are to proceed to the voting station.
b. The voting station will be managed by contracted 


temporary workers and election committee members.
c. Members should present I.D. card (building pass) and tell


attendant their name and voting area.
d. The attendant will then verify member’s I.D. and voting area


by comparing to a members’ listing by voting area, check off
the name from the list and give the member a ballot. The
attendant will also check the mailing address for accuracy, and
make note of any corrections to be made.


e. The ballot will then be marked at a voting table, folded, and
placed in a ballot box. The ballot will not be signed or
otherwise identified by the voting member.


f.  Ballots cannot be removed from the voting area (except by
election committee members for the purpose of collecting and
counting ballots).


g. All dues-paid members may vote for Officers.
h. Members may vote for Area Delegates only in their area of


representation, e.g., Chemical members vote for Chemical
Area Delegates, etc. Members may submit a blank ballot, vote
for only one Area Delegate, or vote for as many Area


Patent Office Professional Association
Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:


The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,
P.O. Box 2745, Arlington, VA 22202 


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Lawrence J. Oresky
Vice President/Director of Grievances, (571) 272-6930


Howard Locker, Secretary/
Director of Adverse Action Challenges, (571) 272-0980


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices, (571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org
© 2006 Patent Office Professional Association


Chemical Area Delegates
1600/1700
Gerald Ewoldt * 1600
D. Lawrence
Tarazano*1700
Christine Saoud *1600
Jennifer Graser *1600
Patricia A. Duffy *1600
Geraldina Visconti *1700
Adrienne Johnstone *1700
Kathleen Duda *1700


Electrical Area Delegates
2100/2600/2800
Jeff Swearingen *2100
Gene Munson *2800
Julie Anne Watko *2600
Adnan Mirza 2100
B. James Peikari *2100


Azizul Choudhury 2100
Albert Gagliardi *2800
Vincent Boccio 2600
Scott J. Sugarman * 2600
Michael Shingleton * 2800
William Deane * 2600
Kim Lockett * 2800


Mechanical Area Delegates
3600/3700 
David Reip * 3700
Ella Colbert * 3600
Vinh Luong * 3600


Designs and Others Area
Delegates
Terri Schenk * OCIO
Melanie Tung * 2900


* Incumbent 
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Patents Intern Program Boosts Flexibilities for Firing, Not Hiring


May 2006 Vol. 06  No. 3


Patent
Office


Professional
Association


Prospective patent examiners need to take a hard look
at the fine print before signing on to the Federal Career
Intern Program (FCIP). What the USPTO writes and says
about life as a patent examination intern may not be what’s
really in store.


At www.uspto.gov, the job posting for GS-5,7,9 examin-
ers now states:


“Individuals will be appointed to a 2-year trial period
and will be placed in an extensive training program
that is tailored to the patent examiner position. Upon
successful completion of the trial period, individuals
will be placed into a permanent position in the
Competitive service.”


However, the official USPTO Agency Administrative
Order 202-12 regarding the FCIP states under the heading of
“Conversion to Competitive Service”:


“Service as an FCIP intern will confer no right or enti-
tlement upon the completion of the internship to fur-
ther Federal employment in either the Competitive or
Excepted Service, except as provided for below.
Competitive civil service status may be granted
[emphasis in the original] to FCIP interns who success-
fully complete an internship and who meet all qualifi-
cation, suitability, and performance requirements.


…The length of an individual’s intern program under
the FCIP will depend on the entry grade of the intern
and the target grade of the position, but will not be less
than 2 years and not more than 3 years.”


In other words, the conversion to the competitive federal
service after the two-three year internship at the GS-5,7,9-
level is not automatic or guaranteed. All the USPTO needs
to terminate a probationary employee is a statement of con-
clusion by the supervisor that work is poor— no other docu-
mentation or examples are necessary. The unstated reasons
could be for a supervisor’s perception of a bad attitude, poor
personal hygiene, personal computer or phone usage, or turn-
stile records. It is called “summary removal.” A probationary
employee is not entitled to a hearing, is not entitled to see
the agency’s evidence, or to cross-examine the supervisor.


Even if the FCIP intern successfully completes an effec-
tive minimum two-year probationary period, the USPTO
must act affirmatively to hire the intern; otherwise, employ-
ment will terminate.


This is an about-face from the competitive service hiring 
system, which places new employees on a one-year
probation. If the examiner successfully completes probation,
the employee — who is already within the competitive
service — is then entitled to full competitive service rights
and protections. (continued on page 2)


USPTO Examiner Interns: 
Crossing a Treacherous Path


Leading Congressman Responds
to Examiners’ Concerns


Congressional leader Rep. Tom Davis
(R-Va.) requested a study of USPTO
hiring and employee retention practices
after listening to POPA representatives’
concerns about the agency’s ability to
tackle the growing patent backlog in the
face of mounting examiner attrition.


POPA reps met recently with Rep.
Davis’s staff and discussed the growing
perception among the business and patent
community that USPTO patent examiners are
“overworked” and “overwhelmed,” as recounted in recent
stories by major news media, including the Wall Street
Journal. The response is very encouraging from Rep. Davis,
who is the chairman of the House Government Reform
Committee and the representative for many patent 


(continued on page 2)
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Why Change Competitive Service to Internship?
The USPTO has not clarified the benefit to employee


retention, productivity or morale of hiring all new GS-5,7,9
examiner positions as interns. The only gain for employees
appears to be an accelerated promotion capability, which the
USPTO could have implemented without the FCIP pro-
gram. The administrative order states:


“If the supervisor of record determines that the intern
has satisfactorily completed the requirements and
attained the competencies required at the GS-5, GS-7,
or GS-9 level, the supervisor can recommend that the
intern be promoted up to six months early. There is no
entitlement to an early promotion. Accelerated pro-
motions can be made only from the GS-5, GS-7, or
GS-9 level.”


This non-assured promotion potential seems an unfair
trade-off for the lack of civil service protections.


With examiner attrition rates at double-digit levels, the
USPTO needs to consider paths to retaining new hires, not
finding easier ways to fire them. The most recently available
USPTO statistics for 2005 showed a more than 10 percent
average attrition rate, with some technologies much higher.
Only 45 percent of examiners have been on staff for more
than five years.


Evading Merit System Principles
With the current vogue to run government more like a


business, it’s easy to lose track of the Merit System
Principles as outlined by the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978. Indeed, as long ago as the 1883 Pendleton Act forma-
tion of the Civil Service Commission, the Congress and
administration passed laws to keep the federal service free
of favoritism and focused on hiring and promotion based
only on merit and the ability to do the job.


The Merit Systems Protection Board summarizes sever-
al of the pertinent Merit System Principles:


■ Recruiters should seek to achieve a work force made
up of qualified people from all segments of society, and
selection and promotion should be based solely on merit,
after fair and open competition.


■ Retention should be based on performance, inade-
quate performance should be corrected, and employees who
cannot or will not improve their performance to meet
required standards should be separated.


■ Employees should receive effective education and
training in order to achieve better organizational and indi-
vidual performance.


The USPTO needs to explain why it must have “flexibil-
ities” beyond these merit principles to hire and retain exam-
iners. At this critical time when the USPTO must attract and
retain the best employees, the FCIP does not improve the
USPTO’s hiring flexibilities, only its firing flexibilities.


The USPTO already fires almost 10 percent of all the
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Patents Intern Program (continued from p. 1) non-Defense employees terminated for performance in the
entire federal government, according to a recent National
Academy of Public Administration study. It does not need
more firing flexibility. Instead of developing more ways to
easily fire employees, USPTO management needs to work
with POPA to give examiners more time to do a quality
examination of patent applications and pay examiners what
was promised in the Millennium Agreement.


USPTO Wins Right to Block Pay
Increase


POPA’s legal appeal to get the USPTO to provide em-
ployees with an annual adjustment to the examiner special
pay rate — as promised by the agency in the USPTO-POPA
Millennium Agreement — was dismissed in mid-March by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit for lack of
jurisdiction. The court stated that judicial review of this Fed-
eral Labor Relations Authority case is “statutorily foreclosed.”


This court decision does nothing to solve the USPTO’s
soaring rate of examiner attrition. It does not move the
agency towards decreasing the escalating patent pendency
and increasing examination quality. It only gives the agency
the right to not pay examiners what it promised to pay them.


POPA is currently reviewing its options, e.g., the
possibility of pursuing its pending grievances for later years
of the Millennium Agreement, and will continue its efforts
to get the USPTO to pay examiners what they deserve.


Checks in the Mail
The POPA membership campaign, which ended Feb.


28, netted many new Association members and gener-
ated bonuses for the member-recruiters.


All of the bonus checks have been distributed. If you
are due a bonus and have not received it, please contact
POPA Treasurer Randy Myers at 571-272-7526.


examiners who live in his congressional district.
As reported at FederalNewsRadio.com in April, Rep.


Davis asked the Government Accountability Office to
clarify:
■ If the USPTO has met its hiring goals.
■ What impact attrition has had on the examiner workforce.
■ The reasons why “so many examiners leave ... in their first
five years.”
■ How efforts to offset attrition have worked, or not.
■ The impact of working conditions on attrition.
■ How the USPTO figures how many examiners it will need
to reduce the patent backlog.


Rep. Davis Responds to Examiners
(continued from page 1)
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■ Why can’t more of an incentive program be
introduced to increase production? For example, if you do
120 percent of production and have met the quality
standards you would get a 15-20 percent bonus. Five primary
examiners performing at 120 percent equals the work of an
additional primary examiner. Further, if the office increases
the incentives for employees to do more work the office
saves on the benefits, utilities, and training funds it would
take to hire new examiners who take roughly five years to
perform at the primary level.


■ I would not work mandatory overtime. Private or
semi-private offices are necessary to concentrate on the
work. What matters is that the work is done, not when it’s
done.


■ As a USPTO employee on IFP, I should be able to
take the same amount of “other” time as other employees
take, regardless of what type of schedule I work.


■ I currently use credit hours for Sundays. I could claim
compensatory time or overtime on Sundays, but I just do
enough production to complement an 80-hour bi-week
already. Plenty of people use credit hours on Sundays (the
parking garage is usually packed by the time I leave). It
makes no sense to take that away if the office is so
concerned about reducing pendency and promoting quality.
A lot of the agency’s changes take away privileges without
giving an explanation as to why it needs to be done.


■ It is alarming to see what is going to happen to
examiners [with these proposals]. I am working with a
wonderful group of people, a great supervisor and primaries.
I will have to leave if things get difficult. Life is just too short
to destroy it with these kinds of restrictions. Lots of
restrictions will take away the power of innovation and
productivity in a professional environment.


■ The proposed [quality] guidelines (although
seemingly attractive) are near a farce, as examiners who
have earned a performance award are excluded from being
eligible for a quality award and visa versa.


■ One of the main reasons I decided to come to the
USPTO over higher-paid private jobs was the flexible
schedule we are allowed. It shows that the office trusts us
and knows we will still do a good job when given freedom.
That meant a lot to me. Given that freedom, I have been
able to manage my personal and professional
responsibilities effectively. In an era when the office
desperately needs to hire and retain good examiners, this
[proposal] certainly does nothing but hurt that goal.


■ I don’t want to leave, but take away my flexibility, my
right to union representation via grievances, etc., or impose
mandatory overtime, then there’s no reason for me to stay.
Those issues would remove all of the reasons why I’m still a
patent examiner of nearly four years of service. [The
USPTO is] not going to reduce the backlog on the backs of
thousands of new examiners — they won’t stay long enough
to reach the upper GS levels and produce.


POPA received more than 100 “Feedback” submissions
at www.popa.org in response to the USPTO contract
proposals. Here are excerpts from a sampling of the
comments received.


■ I am appalled by management’s assumption that we
employees cannot do simple math and figure out that the
bonuses under the proposed agreement are actually less
than the current scheme. Those who do 115 percent will still
receive much more money under the current plan than the
proposed one. We employees feel replaceable and
disrespected. Management may not feel that it has to raise
the pay scale in order to hire us, but it sure should if it wants
to keep us!


■ I am dismayed that management’s most recent
contract proposal is not at all improved over the previous
proposal. This tells me that management’s interest in
feedback from the examiners is only lip service. I am very
concerned with the proposed new restrictions on the
examiner work schedules. The sole reason I remain at the
USPTO rather than make big bucks at a law firm is the
flexible work schedule.


■ Why eliminate the current contractual obligation to
treat employees fairly and equitably across art unit lines?
Despite the director’s kind words about examiners in public,
this sort of language in the official contract makes it clear
that management does not consider us professionals who
deserve fair and equitable treatment. If it were a fair
contract, management should have no fear of legal grievance
procedures or POPA representation.


■ The purpose of the IFP program is to allow flexibility.
What happens if there is an accident on the Beltway and
you cannot arrive at your scheduled time? Are you AWOL,
do you have to take annual leave, or do you go on LWOP?
What happens if you arrive early at work? Do you have to
wait before starting? I can envision supervisors denying
requests for midday flex because you’re not at 110 percent
production or you have too many amendments in your
docket or you have to give searches to junior examiners.


■ It is proposed that new employee ‘interns’ may be
probationary for two-three years, and also it is proposed that
maternity and paternity leave may only be granted for non-
probationary employees. When those two proposals are
combined, I don’t see how anyone between the ages of 22-45
(male or female) with the hope of raising a family would
ever consider starting to work here. I don’t see how this goes
with the hope of hiring 1,000 people per year.


■ Awards for 140 percent production seem unrealistic. I
know of few if any examiners who will do 140 percent
production, and with no award below that, they will not do
much over 100 percent, focusing on quality instead. Maybe
that’s what management wants, but then there is no need for
production awards at all. Focus on quality awards.


■ Adversarial negotiations are harmful to the parties
represented. Compromise on a reasonable and balanced
agreement must be reached.


Feedback on USPTO’s Contract Proposal
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Putting Employees First
POPA’s Priorities in Contract Negotiations
Patent professionals responded loudly to the USPTO’s


published contract proposals with many specific comments
to POPA. The Association is listening to its bargaining unit
members and will take the input into account when at the
bargaining table.


Based on employee feedback, POPA’s priorities in
upcoming contract negotiations will include, but not be
limited to, the following:


Flexible Schedules. The USPTO’s proposal to change
the “Increased Flex Program” turns the term into an
oxymoron. POPA recognizes the agency’s need to know
employees’ work status and will work with the USPTO to
ensure that the program is sensible and fair, rather than
punitive.


Employee Workplace Protections. POPA’s position will
be to shield employees from undue pressures to grant or not
grant particular patents for political or other inappropriate
reasons. Employees currently are protected from being fired
without just cause, allowing employees to work solely in the
public interest. The right to challenge unfair treatment
through a negotiated grievance procedure protects
employees and the patent system. Without adequate
workplace protections, patent integrity is meaningless.


Mandatory Overtime Limits. The current contract
prevents the USPTO from mandating overtime without
good reason. The agency’s proposal sets no overtime limits.
Employees need a procedure to contest any unjust or
harassing use of mandatory overtime.


Equitable Treatment. POPA’s goal is to ensure that the
standards for examination and employee worklife are
equally applied across all technology centers and art units.
Equitable treatment avoids turning individual art units into
petty kingdoms. It also ensures that when an employee has
successfully completed a performance improvement plan or
disciplinary period, he or she fairly will receive all the rights
and benefits of an employee in good standing.


Professional Development. To maintain a high standard
of knowledge and expertise in their fields, examiners require
time to review the latest literature. They also must have
adequate training in their technical disciplines, patent law,
and in the USPTO patent examination tools and methods.


Adequate, Suitable Office Space. Patent examination
demands intense concentration. Examiners must have quiet,
private space to do a quality job.


SPE Spyware
A patent examiner recently sat in the office of a


supervisory patent examiner (SPE) discussing a proposed
disciplinary action. He noticed that whenever he’d shift
position, the supervisor would move correspondingly. That’s
when the examiner spotted the Web camera mounted on the
SPE’s computer. It was pointing right at the examiner and
the supervisor seemed to be scooting his chair to keep the
two of them within the lens’ view.


Was this the examiner’s needless paranoia? Maybe. But
with the installation of a Web cam and microphone in the
office of every USPTO manager and supervisor, the
potential to record the audio and visual content of every
meeting in those offices is very real.


The software that comes with the Web cams can activate
recording via remote control and motion detection. In other
words, a supervisor can be out of the office viewing or
recording remotely, controlled by a remote mechanism or
automatically with the motion detector.


This doesn’t mean that your SPE is likely to record you
each time you seek guidance on a search or office action.
But be aware that your discussions, particularly on
performance-related topics, may not be kept in confidence
even if the door is closed — and your actions in an office
may be recorded even if the office is empty.


Patent Office Professional Association
Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:


The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,
P.O. Box 2745, Arlington, VA 22202


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Lawrence J. Oresky
Vice President/Director of Grievances, (571) 272-6930


Howard Locker, Secretary/
Director of Adverse Action Challenges, (571) 272-0980


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices, (571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org


© 2006 Patent Office Professional Association


Friends in Need
Be a friend in deed by considering a contribution of


annual leave to one of the USPTO patent professionals
listed as needing medical/family leave with the agency’s
leave transfer program.


Please go to http://ptoweb/ptointranet/ohr/employees/
benefits/leave_transfer.htm to learn how you can help.


“Patent Pileup”
“In recent town-hall meetings, John Doll, the commis-


sioner for patents, unveiled a plan to hire 1,000 additional
examiners, who would then be trained for eight months in a
new academy. However, the PTO has calculated that even
this effort would barely make a dent in the backlog and
quality problems (though its reason for this conclusion is
unclear).”— “Patent Pileup,” from Legal Times, April 3, 2006
(emphasis added)








Agency Appeals 2003 Pay Increase Arbitration Decision
Requests 7 Percent Hike for 2007


October 2006 Vo l . 06  No. 6


The USPTO is appealing to reverse an arbitrator’s
recent decision supporting the Millennium A g r e e m e n t
section that required the agency to “provide substantially
equivalent alternatives” when the hoped for special pay rate
increase was not forthcoming in 2003.


At the same time, the agency asked the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) for a future 7 percent
across-the-board increase to the special pay rate for all
patent professionals currently covered by Special Pay Ta b l e
0 5 7 6 . If approved, nearly everyone in the 1220, 1 2 2 2 , 1 2 2 3 ,


1 2 2 4 , and 1226 job series will receive the increase by Ja n u a r y
2 0 0 7 . (Employees with pay equal to the pay cap set by
Congress would not be eligible to receive the increase. )
When announcing the increase request, M r. Doll wrote,
“Many thanks for your hard work and dedication to making
U S P TO the leading intellectual property organization in the
w o r l d .”


While Mr. D o l l ’s praise and thanks are most welcome
and well deserved, the raise request wasn’t made because of
employees’ job well done. R a t h e r, the agency ’s request


comes as a result of recruitment
and retention problems at the
U S P TO. The agency has failed to
meet its congressionally mandated
staffing goals and faces a 13
percent attrition rate for fiscal
2 0 0 6 . These are the very recruit-
ment and retention problems that
the Millennium Agreement was
designed to avoid.


The Millennium A g r e e m e n t ,
signed in 2001, specifically required
the USPTO to request OPM to
increase the special pay rate each
year to “maintain the 10 percent
and 15 percent salary differentials
relative to the updated GS rates.”
If OPM does not approve the
a g e n cy ’s request, the USPTO is 


(continued on page 2)


w w w. p o p a . o r g
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Scores of examiners were told by their USPTO
supervisors that quality reviews would be severely cut back
during the last six weeks of the fiscal year to allow examiners
to pump production, and that quality statistics going to
Congress and the public would delete those weeks.


Supervisors told many examiners that while the agency
has achieved its promised quality goals, it is way behind on
fiscal year 2006 production. Dropping most of the quality
checks would enable examiners to produce faster. Th e
U S P TO ’s actions represent the agency ’s recognition that it
c a n ’t achieve quality while pushing high production.


In addition to verbal orders from supervisors to their


e m p l o y e e s, an August memo from one quality assurance
specialist to more than 100 examiners stated that the agency
would conduct “[no] more rolling reviews until the end of
September or early October due to quiet time during
S e p t e m b e r. So you will have just second-pair-of-eyes for a
w h i l e.”


During “quiet time,” the final weeks of the fiscal year,
the USPTO traditionally does not schedule many non-
examination activities for examiners to enable them to focus
on meeting their fiscal year production goals. Rolling reviews
are done by quality assurance specialists, who review the 


(continued on page 2)


Forget Quality, Full Speed Ahead, Examiners To l d







required to work with POPA to provide substantially
equivalent alternative compensation.


The Millennium A g r e e m e n t , which was celebrated by
U S P TO management five years ago, is now being legally
challenged by agency management. The agreement at that
time passed stringent legal review by the general counsel,
the agency director and the Commerce Department. Fe d e r a l
regulations have not changed in that time to negate its
l e g i t i m a cy. The agency ’s actions damage its credibility.


M r. D o l l , in announcing the agency ’s decision to fight
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Agency Appeals Pay Increase Decision
(continued from page 1)


the arbitrator’s decision, s t a t e d , “ This has come as a
disappointment to many who believe that the Millennium
Agreement required the USPTO to maintain the pay
increases each year for five years. That interpretation is
inconsistent with the law.”


“ We recommend exploring the strategi c
use of other compensation flexibilities to
address targeted recruitment and retention
problems.”


—From OPM Memo to Patents Commissioner, 2 0 0 2


M r. Doll is right that the Millennium Agreement does
not require special pay increases—it only requires a request
to OPM. I t , h o w e v e r, d o e s require the agency to “ p r o v i d e
substantially equivalent alternatives” when the desired
special pay rate increase is not approved by OPM.


OPM not only allows federal agencies to offer their
employees alternative compensation items, it outright en-
courages it. In the August 2002 memo denying the USPTO
special pay rate increase request, then Acting OPM A s s o c i-
ate Director for Workforce Compensation and Performance
Donald J. Winstead wrote to the commissioner of patents,


“ We recommend exploring the strategic use of
other compensation flexibilities to address targeted
recruitment and retention problems. Th e s e
f l e x i b i l i t i e s, such as recruitment bonuses, r e t e n t i o n
allowances (individually or on a group basis),
superior qualifications appointments, and student
loan repayments, can increase your agency ’s ability
to attract and retain employees, especially when
used in combination with the existing special rates
for patent professionals.”


M r. Doll also contended that the agency appealed
because “a largely similar decision from a previous
arbitrator was found unlawful on appeal to the Fe d e r a l
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA).”


The FLRA overturned that previous decision because
the Millennium Agreement was found, in a novel and
completely unexpected interpretation, to excessively
interfere with management’s right to retain or not to retain
e m p l o y e e s. We believe that the FLRA’s decision has an
extremely high probability of being overturned on appeal
because it is inconsistent with numerous previous FLRA
decisions that, t h e m s e l v e s, have been affirmed by the courts.
For the courts to have jurisdiction over the review of an
a r b i t r a t o r ’s decision, a case must be argued as an unfair
labor practice case. That was not done in the first grievance.


In the current case (outlined in detail in the Au g. 2 0 0 6
P O PA News) , Arbitrator Salvatore J. Arrigo specified that
the agency had committed an unfair labor practice. With that
legal standing, and with a wealth of other evidence, P O PA
anticipates receiving a favorable outcome in this case.


work of one art unit and then roll to the next, w h i l e
supervisors or primary examiners conduct second-pair- o f -
eyes reviews on allowances.


Shortly after the news of the quality review cutoff, t h e
U S P TO announced that through the end of the fiscal year
the overtime examiners could work was extended to 50
hours per biweek, encouraging examiners to work 65 hours
per week to meet USPTO production goals.


“ We ’ve been told that no more cases would be pulled
for quality review through the end of the fiscal year,” w r o t e
one veteran examiner from TC 1700. “ I t ’s as if quality
d o e s n ’t count for these last weeks. The agency has said to
examiners that after ten and a half months of toiling,
reviewing each other’s work, and defending our office
a c t i o n s, promised quality goals have been achieved. And by
the way, we haven’t met our productivity goal yet, so get
p u m p i n g.”


Apparently quality was important while the agency was
producing the quality figures that it will provide to Congress
and the public. During that time, examiners faced extreme
pressure and disciplinary actions for performance, i n c l u d i n g
termination based upon alleged low quality.


Some examiners welcomed the respite from quality that
enabled them to step up production to make or exceed their
g o a l s. Others did not.


“ People forget how fast you did a job, bu t
they remember how well you did it.”


—Howard W. Newton, author


“ When John Doll announced the agency ’s position that
it would not be legal to find ways to pay patent employees
under the terms of the Millennium Agreement because it
was circumventing the Office of Personnel Management,”
wrote the TC 1700 primary examiner, “I thought maybe our
a g e n cy officials should also be concerned about
circumventing Congress and misleading the public by
committing to improve quality for only the first ten and a
half months of the fiscal year.”


Forget Quality, Examiners To l d
(continued from page 1)
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Open Letter to Mr. Doll
An examiner wrote to Mr. Doll after reading his Au g.


28 Commissioner’s Corner and shared the e-mail with
P O PA . I t ’s excerpted with the employ e e ’s permission.


M r. D o l l :
I find your explanation of the legal basis for PTO ' s


position on the examiner pay increase cursory and
somewhat condescending. We are educated professionals,
as you know. Th e r e f o r e, I believe many examiners would
understand and appreciate a more exact explanation of
the legal basis to support the decisions concerning the
pay increase.


Which rules and laws would the PTO break by
requesting the pay increase each year?


What law would the PTO have broken by requesting a
pay increase in 2003? How was it “ l e g a l l y
[in]appropriate”? How was the arbitrator who found
against PTO “simply wrong”?


It is well known throughout the federal government
that the FLRA is sympathetic to the management
position in the overwhelming majority of cases. It appears
to many in the examining corps that management's
decision to appeal is not based on high moral grounds,
but on an anticipated friendly court. Appealing the
arbitrator's decision neither assuages the anger and
disappointment felt by the examining corps nor supports
your contention that management is willing to pay
examiners all that is legally appropriate.


Without receiving specific legal grounds for
management's actions, it seems quite simple to me:


Employees have a right to expect management to
respect and support any agreement made in good faith.
P TO agreed to request a pay raise each year for
e x a m i n e r s. Th e r e f o r e, P TO management should have
requested the pay increase in each ensuing year. One of
three outcomes would have resulted:
1 . Pay raise approved by OPM. R e s u l t : Examiners happy.
2 . Pay raise not approved by OPM on legal grounds.
R e s u l t : Examiners unhappy, but satisfied that PTO
management worked in good faith to uphold the
Millennium A g r e e m e n t .
3 . Pay raise not approved by OPM on arbitrary grounds.
P TO management fights OPM for the raise on behalf of
examiners rather than fighting examiners, as is now the
case (yes, the parties are fighting). R e s u l t : E x a m i n e r s
u n h a p p y, but consider PTO the hero for supporting them.


The appearance now to examiners is that PTO did not
and does not want to support the pay increase for
e x a m i n e r s.


Many examiners eagerly wait to hear exactly what
legal grounds prevented the pay increase from taking
e f f e c t .
S i n c e r e l y,
Primary Examiner, TC 2900
(Name withheld by request)


USPTO General Counsel Spends
Thousands on Losing


A r b i t r a t i o n s
The USPTO is preparing to spend approximately


$30,000 of inventors’ money (USPTO is funded by fees paid
by inventors) to fight employees on an issue on which it has
lost four times already and will almost certainly lose again.
This will total $90,000 the USPTO has paid and lost
opposing employees on their due-process rights – money
that instead could be budgeted to reduce patent pendency.


The USPTO Office of General Counsel (OGC)
maintains in two current cases that the employees’ legal
representative (POPA) in an arbitration has no right to
question agency witnesses or to receive information
necessary to defend employees, even though as recently as
July 2006 an arbitrator found that POPA and employees
have those contractual rights. That decision was the fourth
recent finding in employees’ favor on those same issues.


The USPTO expends approximately 200 hours of OGC
and Senior Executive Service staff time in each of these
arbitration cases, filing multiple legal briefs, i n t e r v i e w i n g
w i t n e s s e s, and arguing at arbitration. At approximately $60
per hour (a reasonable average of GS-15 and SES hourly
rates) plus the $3,000 arbitrator’s fees, the USPTO uses
about $15,000 of inventors’ funds per arbitration.


“ E v e ry unnecessary USPTO legal request
stands for resources that could be better
used for patent ex a m i n a t i o n .”


When POPA asked to meet with USPTO General
Counsel James A . Toupin to discuss this continuing problem,
he said to talk to his subordinate employees, who have not
responded to several requests to schedule such a meeting.


The USPTO employs more than 20 GS-15 attorneys in
the OGC Office of General Law, which represents the
a g e n cy in all employee arbitrations and cases before the
Federal Labor Relations Authority and other administrative
bodies that deal with employee concerns (as opposed to
patentee or patent agent legal concerns). The agency also
retains roughly 100 Office of Human Resources staff, m a n y
of whom contribute time and information for each
a r b i t r a t i o n .


As the USPTO has increased the number of OGC
attorneys and OHR staff, the number of agency requests for
motions to dismiss and other legal procedural obstacles
thrown at employees has similarly increased. U S P TO
arbitration cases without agency-placed preliminary
roadblocks are rare.


Every unnecessary or repetitious USPTO legal request,
brief and/or filing—at $60 per hour of inventors’ money—
stands for resources that could be better used for patent
e x a m i n a t i o n .
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Know Your Rights


Protect Yourself at 
Investigatory Meetings


Sometime during your USPTO career, your supervisor
may walk into your office and announce that you are being
“ i n v i t e d ” to an investigatory meeting, which basically
means—no surprise—that the USPTO is investigating you.
Knowing your rights can defend your job.


Despite the protections of the POPA Collective
Bargaining A g r e e m e n t , the supervisor may refuse to provide
you with any more information than you are supposed to
appear at a certain date, time and location. Definitely ask for
the topic of the meeting and/or what you are being
investigated for. Then immediately, without further
c o m m e n t , arrange for a POPA representative to represent
you at the investigatory meeting. You are entitled to this
representation whether you are a probationary or career
e m p l o y e e, so take advantage of it. Management may have
several people across the table from you, including your
s u p e r v i s o r, peppering you with questions at the investigatory
meeting—you likely will welcome having someone with you
who is knowledgeable about your statutory and contractual
p r o t e c t i o n s.


D o n ’t let your confidence in your performance lull you
into complacency in an investigatory meeting with
m a n a g e m e n t . Even if you hold a law degree or are in law
s c h o o l , it is very unwise to represent yourself, as you will
have no witness on your side while the USPTO may have
s e v e r a l . One such employee had two management witnesses
contradicting the statements and answers he believed he had
given at the investigatory meeting.


No bargaining unit member need be embarrassed to ask
for POPA representation because of the issues involved.
Trust us, we have seen almost everything under the sun and
a little embarrassment is far superior to being suspended
without pay or being fired. P O PA representatives are
trained to protect the privacy of the employees they
r e p r e s e n t . You are entitled to and encouraged to get
representation at an investigatory meeting whether you are
a dues-paying member or not.


Stop When the Topics Tu r n
As a POPA bargaining unit member, be aware when a


seemingly innocuous meeting with your supervisor suddenly
turns into an investigatory meeting. For instance, you are in
a meeting with your supervisor where you are being rated
for the fiscal year and the supervisor starts asking you about
personal Internet usage on the job. You need to recognize
that at this point your supervisor has changed topics from
one of job performance to one of conduct on the job and is
i n v e s t i g a t i n g your Internet use. Stop the meeting at once and
request representation by a POPA official if you are going
to be questioned any further.


Article 4, Section 8(C) of your POPA contract provides,
(continued on page 5)


Awards May Still Apply for
Departing Employees


Examiners may still be eligible for Special A c h i e v e m e n t
Awards (SAAs) and/or Gainsharing awards when they
resign or retire. E m p l o y e e s, supervisors and managers can
benefit from understanding how the awards work in these
s i t u a t i o n s.


Several years ago the USPTO denied awards to two
employees who left the agency before the end of the fiscal
y e a r. Both had more than 700 examining and examining-
related hours (SAAs are for any four consecutive quarters
and a Gainsharing award is for a fiscal year). One employee
had to retire before the end of the fiscal year to qualify for a
lump-sum retirement payment. The other employee was
expected to start at a new job before the end of the fiscal
y e a r.


At the grievance arbitration for these employees, P O PA
argued that nothing in the negotiation history of SAA or
Gainsharing awards required that an employee be a
bargaining unit member during the entire award period.
M o r e o v e r, awards are designed to encourage extra
productivity and quality for extra pay. To pull the rug out
from under those who worked hard expecting to receive an
award was unfair to employees and self-defeating for the
a g e n cy.


The arbitrator decided the issue in favor of bargaining
unit members. To implement the arbitrator’s award in the
f u t u r e, P O PA and the USPTO then reached a separate
a g r e e m e n t , which states:


Any POPA bargaining unit member who ceases
being a bargaining unit member (either through
t r a n s f e r, r e s i g n a t i o n , e t c.) shall be evaluated for
award purposes and shall be notified within one
month of when they cease being a bargaining unit
m e m b e r, of the grant or denial of any award and
the reason(s) for any denial. If the POPA
bargaining unit member returns to the bargaining
unit at any time within the award period for which
an award was granted, the bargaining unit member
shall be evaluated for any additional amounts
within one month of the end of the award period,
and if entitled to any additional award amounts
(over and above the amount determined when the
employee left the bargaining unit) only the
additional amount need be paid.


U S P TO-rehired employees who have satisfied the
Gainsharing award criteria by the end of the fiscal year shall
receive a Gainsharing award. SAAs would run a full four
consecutive quarters including the quarter of the rehiring
d a t e. All other criteria (hours, p e r f o r m a n c e, e t c.) must
otherwise be satisfied.







“If the employee requests a union representative,
management shall be obligated to wait a reasonable time to
allow the employee the opportunity to secure
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , before proceeding with the meeting.” O t h e r
examples of investigatory topics could be telephone usage,
leave usage, accounting for hours of work, overtime work,
and interactions with fellow employees, just to name a few.


R e m e m b e r : If it appears you are being questioned
about your conduct on the job rather than your job
performance under your performance appraisal plan, y o u
are being i n v e s t i g a t e d and need to find a POPA
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e. See the roster of POPA representatives at
w w w. p o p a . o r g under “ C o n t a c t ” and under “Officers and
D e l e g a t e s.” To read your investigatory meeting rights, c l i c k
on “Useful Info and A g r e e m e n t s ” and “ C o l l e c t i v e
Bargaining A g r e e m e n t ” at Article 4, Section 8.


Seeking Nominations for
2006 POPA Elections


Nominations open Oct. 16 for the 2006 election of
Executive Committee officers and delegates who will
assume office during the POPA Annual Meeting in
D e c e m b e r. Completed nominating petitions will be accepted
from 8:30 a.m. on Oct. 16 through 12 noon on Oct. 2 7 .


The POPA election will be held We d . N o v. 15 and Th u r s.
N o v. 1 6 . While all non-managerial patent professionals are
members of POPA’s bargaining unit, only dues-paying
members may vote or hold office. One of the benefits of
paying POPA dues is that you get a voice in POPA’s
organization and a vote in POPA’s elections.


The numbers of area delegates from the four designated
office areas were reapportioned by vote of the POPA
Executive Committee in September. The apportionment is
designed to equalize the voting power of members in each
office area, creating an almost uniform ratio of members to
delegates for all areas. P O PA delegate apportionment is
based only on the number of dues-paying members in each
office area, not on bargaining unit size.


Delegates from the four office areas will be elected as
f o l l o w s :
■ 9 Delegates from the Chemical A r e a
■ 13 Delegates from the Electrical A r e a
■ 6 Delegates from the Mechanical and Business Methods 


A r e a s
■ 2 Delegates from Designs and Other Areas combined.


The following officers also will be elected from the
membership at large: P r e s i d e n t , Vice President, S e c r e t a r y,
Assistant Secretary, and Tr e a s u r e r.


How to Nominate a Candidate
Candidates for officers and delegates must be A s s o c i a-


tion members in good standing, i . e. , dues-paying members.


Nominations for an officer shall be by petition stating
the position sought, signifying the nominee’s willingness to
s e r v e, and signed by at least 15 dues-paying POPA members.


Nominations for an area delegate shall be by petition
stating the organization area to be represented, s i g n i f y i n g
the nominee’s willingness to serve, and signed by at least
five dues-paying members from that same organizational
a r e a .


For either type of nominating petition, nominees should
obtain in excess of the minimum number of signatures in the
event one or more signatures are disqualified for not
belonging to dues-paying members.


Completed nominating petitions may be turned into any
member of the Election Committee or to POPA Secretary
Howard Locker. Members of the Election Committee will
be listed on the bottom of the nominating petition and at
w w w. p o p a . o r g under “ E l e c t i o n s.”


If you wish to vote in the election and are not now a
m e m b e r, you may contact any POPA representative or
member of the Election Committee for a dues deduction
f o r m . You may also download a form from w w w. p o p a . o r g b y
clicking on “ Join POPA .” Return completed dues deduction
forms to one of the Election Committee members. Th e
completed form may be returned at the time of balloting. To
nominate someone or to be nominated, return the dues
deduction form by noon on Oct. 2 7 .


Nominating petitions will be available at w w w. p o p a . o r g.
Click on “ E l e c t i o n s.”
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USPTO Cracks Down on Time and
Attendance Discrepancies


A former examiner’s criminal arrest for allegedly
falsifying time and attendance forms underscores the
importance of employees’ meticulous badge-in/badge-out
r e c o r d k e e p i n g.


Though this former employee’s case is extreme (the
Commonwealth of Virginia has charged the former
employee with obtaining money under false pretenses, w h i c h
is a felony, for allegedly lying about hundreds of work
h o u r s ) , the agency is investigating other examiners for
unwittingly incorrect timekeeping and forwarding that
information to the inspector general for possible criminal
p r o s e c u t i o n .


One probationary employee was achieving high
production on a 10-hour per day schedule. The employee
stayed at the desk for lunch, not badging out, and left the
office each day after 10 hours and claimed 10 work hours.
H o w e v e r, in any daily work schedule where an employee
works longer than six hours, the employee is required by law
to have a 30-minute break for lunch. This means the
workday for an examiner working 10-hour days is 10.5 hours
l o n g. When the employee claimed 10 work hours after being
at the office 10 hours, the agency determined that the
examiner was cheating on 30 minutes per day. The agency
d o e s n ’t see the employee’s outstanding work as a viable
d e f e n s e.


Th e r e f o r e, even if you conscientiously work through
lunch every day, you must on your time and attendance
sheet account for the 30-minute lunch break.


Ω
Letters to POPA


The Best Benefit of Hoteling
I think hoteling is great. I was leery and, believe me, I


have had all the computer problems associated with
h o t e l i n g. I think the training was very good. I have never
before felt the supportive environment at the PTO that I did
in that hoteling classroom.


H o w e v e r, people are hoteling not really to help the
environment or diminish their commuting time and
a g g r a v a t i o n , but because they hate the working environment
at the PTO. Commuting and environmental benefits are
secondary to the freedom you gain, which is most
examiners’ reason for hoteling, and the exact sentiment of
my hoteling class[mates]. This is coming from somebody
who spent one hour to go five miles crossing the Wo o d r o w
Wilson Bridge every morning and evening.


Prospective Employee’s Perspective
I applied for and was selected for an examiner's


position in the electrical/computer engineering field. When I
interviewed for the position, I heard a lot of nice things from
the interviewer about USPTO (of course!). I was generally
searching the Web for information about the job and I found
your Web site. It was quite enlightening. A g e n cy monitoring
of phone and Internet usage? Increasing probationary
period to 2-3 years? Rigid teleworking rules? Hmm, I think
I am not yet ready for this.


If the agency is looking to hire people from the high-
tech industry, it really, really needs to rethink this strategy.
The high-tech industry thrives on setting goals and then
allowing the employees to achieve those goals in whatever
manner without micromanaging them. The agency's policy
seems to go against that. No wonder it has a high attrition
r a t e. Doesn't management know that it is much more
expensive to hire and train a new employee than to retain
an existing one?


A n y w a y, good luck to you and the people you
r e p r e s e n t .


✶      ✶      ✶


“But patent ex a m i n e rs are among the best-
educated and most mobile employees of
the federal go v e r n m e n t . That fa c t , c o m-
bined with increasingly harsh production
q u o t a s, has created a five-year turnover
rate of about 50 percent…. ‘What we keep
screaming to the world,’ [USPTO Director
Jon Dudas] said, ‘is we have to have more
ex a m i n e rs.’ ”


— Tech innovations swamp U. S. patent office 
The Atlanta Jo u r n a l - C o n s t i t u t i o n , Au g. 2 7 , 2 0 0 6








USPTO Contract Will Speed Examiner Exodus
Agency Ignores Employee Input; Harsh Proposals to Worsen Pendency Problems


March 2006 Vol. 06  No. 2


Patent
Office


Professional
Association


Rather than promoting examiner retention by providing
more time per case and paying higher salaries, the USPTO
has proposed a contract with POPA that reduces or
eliminates most examiner rights and protections, attempts to
kill the association that defends examiners, and threatens the
integrity of the U.S. patent system.


The USPTO generally ignored the feedback from
employees and their union on the contract it submitted in
March 2005. The one-year postponement of negotiations
gave the agency ample time to talk informally with POPA
and employees to gain insight that would help it craft
proposals to improve employee worklife while enhancing


USPTO work processes. While it did make a few positive
changes such as restoring some work schedules and
expanding award provisions, in general the proposed
contract is a slap in the face to examiner professionalism.


When the agency so critically needs to hire and retain a
highly skilled workforce to improve quality and reduce pen-
dency, this contract would make the USPTO a less attractive
place to work. The current examiner attrition rate is in the
double digits. These proposals increase production pressures
on examiners and push the speed-at-all-costs mentality. They
reduce or remove many of the worklife benefits that have 


(continued on page 2)


Imagine two examiners in the same art unit with equal
levels of production and quality, both with equivalent tenure
and dedication to their work. Then imagine that their super-
visor gives an “on-the-spot” award to one of the examiners
and not the other for no apparent work distinction, and this


situation is repeated in art units throughout the agency.
Imagine that’s good for employee morale?


A More Effective Reward
Rather than implementing an OTS program, manage-


ment needs to request that the
Office of Personnel Manage-
ment increase examiners’ spe-
cial pay rate to restore the ini-
tial 10 percent differential
above the Washington-area
General Schedule scale, which
the USPTO pledged in the
Millennium Agreement to do.
With the agency’s continuing
refusal to honor this promise,
examiners’ annual pay is now
more than 7 percent less than it 


(continued on page 4)


Proposals to Reduce Examiners’ Time per Case are Wrong-headed
The USPTO proposed two major rule changes in early


January that would limit the number of claims initially
reviewed by examiners and restrict the filing of second and
subsequent continuation applications. Based on faulty
assumptions, the agency thinks this will speed processing and
wants to reduce examiners’ time per case by as much as 10
percent depending on the individual technology.


The USPTO is suggesting that examiners review no
more than 10 claims initially. To have more claims reviewed,
an applicant would need to submit an “examination support


document,” according to the new rules package. In this
document the applicant would provide the most pertinent
prior art documents, the sources searched, and an
explanation of why the invention is patentable over the
prior art references.


“If we limit the examination to only 10 claims, including
all of the independent claims, then the examiner has a much
better opportunity to focus on the examination and to
concentrate on doing a better quality job on what is most 


(continued on page 4)


Spotty On-the-Spot Awards Offer More Harm than Good







attracted employees and keep them in government. As one
primary examiner wrote, “If the USPTO is going to take
away the time I can spend with my family, I will go to a law
firm and at least get paid well for mandatory overtime.” A
mass exodus of skilled examiners will devastate USPTO
production and quality.


The lengthy proposals (93 pages available at www.
popa.org) display a subtlety that can mean the difference
between an employee right/benefit and unfettered manage-
ment discretion to do anything it wants. Watch out for phras-
es like “at management’s discretion,” “subject to supervisory
approval,” and “as determined by management.” These
mean that if your supervisor says “no,” you cannot challenge
the decision. Also remember that the agency’s proposals will
replace existing agreements and past practices. So if you
don’t see it, you won’t have it.


Do not be fooled by the USPTO claim that these pro-
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USPTO Contract: Examiner Exodus
(continued from page 1)


posals are only its “opening bargaining position.” The agency
has stated that these proposals are already very close to its
bottom line. It is trying to rush these negotiations as fast as
possible, declare impasse, and thereby force the decision to
the Federal Service Impasses Panel— the same group that
gave you the Quality Initiatives. The FSIP most often sides
with federal agency management.


More Family Unfriendly Changes
Employees now build compensatory hours when they


anticipate taking leave for family or religious reasons. The
USPTO proposes to bar comp time to any employee who
has received any disciplinary action, no matter how small or
seemingly unjustified, within the preceding three years. It
also prohibits part-time employees from earning comp time
altogether. Thus, many employees will be forbidden to work
additional time in anticipation of a baby’s arrival or a med-
ical procedure.


(continued on next page)


Equitable Treatment
• Eliminates current contractual obligation


to treat employees fairly and equitably
across art unit lines.


New Employees
• Hires examiners as “interns” outside of


regular Civil Service system.
• No guarantees that interns will ever be


hired as Civil Service patent examiners.
• Treats interns as probationary employees


for 2-3 years compared to 1 year for Civil
Service employees.


Physical Facilities
• No guaranteed private office for anyone.


Any and every employee can be required
to work in shared office space or cubicles.


Work Schedules
• No flexitime for 5/4/9 and 4/10 com-


pressed work schedules, i.e., fixed arrival
and departure times.


• “Management, at its discretion” can
require you to work Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.


• Limits Increased Flex Program (IFP) to
require between 4 and 10-hour days.


• Can restrict IFP participation “to ensure
office coverage,” e.g., to cover for hotel-
ing participants.


• If automated systems fail to function
properly, requires IFP participants to
leave work without administrative leave
at the later of: after systems are down for
an hour or participants run out of work
that does not require automation.


• Requires submitting IFP schedule prior


to the beginning of each bi-week. Super-
visor must approve any changes to the
schedule permitted.


• Increases core hours (Tues. and Thurs.,
noon-2 p.m.).


• Permits midday flex only with a detailed
written request (time and hours) and
supervisor’s approval.


• Limits “trial” and probationary employ-
ees to 8-hour workdays, 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. for the first eight months.


• If you do not “maintain at least a fully
successful level of performance,” may
require you to work regular hours (8-
hour days, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.).


• If you receive a disciplinary or adverse
action, may compel you to work regular
hours.


• For up to 3 years following a disciplinary
or adverse action, may require you to
work regular hours.


Overtime
• May require employees to work manda-


tory overtime at will.


Annual Leave
• Must submit leave requests at least three


days in advance.
• May deny annual leave if there are “con-


flicts” with other employees, such as
hoteling participants.


• May cancel already-approved annual
leave.


Sick Leave
• Requires medical certification after 3-day


absence.


Compensatory Time
• 400-hour yearly limit (currently 480 hours).
• Full-time employees only.
• Denies comp time if employee has


received proposed disciplinary or adverse
action in last 3 years.


• Limits maternity/paternity comp time to
80 hours per year (currently unlimited).


• Religious comp time requires written
explanation of religious belief that neces-
sitates absence.


Maternity/Paternity Leave
• Only for non-probationary employees.
• Operational needs of the agency deter-


mine length of time off.
• Employees can’t earn comp time for


parental leave if a disciplinary or adverse
action received in the last 3 years.


Part Time
• Requires fully successful rating to partici-


pate in childcare/eldercare component.


Credit Hours
• Limited to employees who cannot work


overtime or comp time due to restrictions
on pay.


• Bars credit hours for employees on IFP.
• Restricted to 400 hours yearly.


Performance
• Abolishes Oral Warnings: performance-


based actions begin at written warning
stage. Puts employees only one step away
from removal instead of two.


• Almost no defenses against allegations of
error. (continued on next page)


Significant USPTO Contract Proposals
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Killing You Softly
Sometimes it seems easy for employees to overlook


their union protections and grievance rights. You’re a good
examiner so you think you’ll never need help. However, if
your grievance and union rights are severely weakened as
the agency plans, your supervisors and managers will be able
to abuse any and all of your workplace rights at will and
essentially say to you, “So? There’s nothing you can do
about it.”


What You Can Do
POPA will wield all its power to retain the good work-


ing conditions that employees have enjoyed. You can help
by reviewing the proposals (in condensed form here or in
detail at the Web site) and providing feedback by clicking on
“Contact > Feedback” at www.popa.org. Tell us the things
you like and do not like about these proposals. Share your
ideas for alternatives to the USPTO’s plans and keep an eye
on the Web site for further developments.


Throwaway Workforce
Many of the USPTO’s proposals treat employees like a


throwaway commodity. The agency wants to extend the one-
year employee probationary period to two to three years. At
the end of that time, even exemplary employees with high
output have no guarantees that they’ll be moved into the
regular workforce. They may have met all objective stan-
dards of performance and still be terminated. The USPTO is
already implementing this system in its new intern program,
which POPA is currently challenging in a grievance.


Similarly harmful to employees’ careers are the pro-
posed changes to promotions. Currently if you meet the req-
uisite objective production standards, you can progress up to
the GS-13 level. However, the USPTO proposes to interject
subjective supervisory judgments, so you may be making
over-the-top production, but if your supervisor doesn’t like
you, you’re held back on the career ladder.


Performance Awards
• Enables managers to change/abolish all


awards virtually at will at the end of each
fiscal quarter.


• Abolishes existing Gainsharing and
Special Achievement Awards (SAAs) for
examiners.


• Changes examiners’ annual production
award range from 2% for 105% produc-
tion to 11% for 140% production.


• Limits single award payout for produc-
tion to $10,000.


• Quality Award only available to examin-
ers at GS-12 or above for the full fiscal
year.


• Gives production awards on 2-quarter
basis.


Training
• Gives agency complete discretion to fund


or not fund non-duty technical and legal
training.


• Supervisor controls examiner’s non-pro-
duction time for reading technical and
legal literature.


• Requires OCIO employees specifically to
justify their training requests at least 4
weeks prior to the training.


Promotions and Details
• May require unspecified prerequisite


training and testing for promotion.
• Removes assurance of promotion for


examiners even if they meet all objective
promotion requirements.


• Promotion requires recommendation of
immediate supervisor.


• No openness/transparency in the selec-
tion for details or promotions.


• Supervisors may choose to not release
current employees selected for promo-
tions to start new jobs.


• POPA can no longer grieve/challenge for
employees’: EEO abuses; withholding of
within grade increases; removals; demo-
tions; suspensions greater than 14 days;
whistleblowing; reduction in force; writ-
ten warnings for performance; denials of
signatory authority.


Grievance Procedure
• Severely cuts other time for grievant’s


preparation.
• Reduces time for filing grievance from 20


to 14 days.
• Agency can ignore points raised by griev-


ant and withhold any pertinent informa-
tion.


• Removes employee’s right to interview
adverse witnesses before responding to a
proposed action.


• Eliminates agency requirement for “just
and sufficient cause” for a disciplinary or
adverse action.


Union Activities
• Dramatically limits POPA’s ability to rep-


resent employees.
• Cuts union time by about a third while


workforce has tripled.
• Eliminates employee anonymity when


seeking POPA representation.
• Requires supervisory approval before


POPA reps can conduct union activities,
e.g., talk with you.


• Mandates POPA reps who enter a work
area other than their own to conduct
union activity to obtain supervisor’s per-
mission.


• Prohibits POPA’s use of e-mail to send
general announcements to the bargaining
unit.


Signatory Authority
• Shortens eligibility period and the trial


period for partial signatory authority.
• Permits removal of examiners at mid-


point if production or workflow dips
below the fully successful level.


• Allows extension of the final decision
period if examiner submits more than
30% of work in the last 2 bi-weeks for
partial sig or more than 40% in the last
three bi-weeks for full sig.


Significant USPTO Contract Proposals (continued)


USPTO Contract: Examiner Exodus
(continued from page 2)
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important in that application,” said Commissioner for
Patents John Doll in a Jan. 23 article in Federal Times.


While this idea may sound attractive to examiners at
first, cutting examiners’ time will harm examiners and just
doesn’t make sense. After the initial claims are approved
examiners must still review extra claims, requiring more
examination time.


The second rules change proposal—to additionally limit
second and subsequent continuation applications, which
examiners usually process more quickly—would increase the
number of tough cases per docket and decrease examiners’
action counts, automatically making it harder for them to
meet their production goals.


“We’re afraid what will happen is they’ll put an even
harder time constraint on examiners,” said POPA President
Robert Budens in the Federal Times.


The article noted how “many examiners already feel
they’re overworked and routinely work weekends trying to
catch up.” POPA continues to support more examiner time
per case, not less.


Limiting second and subsequent continuations would
disproportionately affect senior and primary examiners. The
USPTO claims that the number of these continuations
would equal one continuation per examiner per quarter, or
four additional new cases annually. The agency neglected to
say that this figure comes from averaging the limitation on
continuations over the whole patent corps, even though
more than half of examiners have few or no continuations
on their dockets. Junior examiners generally don’t get any
continuations until they’ve put in approximately 18 months
on the job.


This in reality means that senior examiners would have
to do many more than four new cases each year. The time to
examine them would have to come from somewhere. The
USPTO would force senior examiners to cut even more
time from each examination, would pressure them to take
more shortcuts—in short, the USPTO would silently compel
a decrease in the quality of examination.


Decreasing examiner time by as much as 10 percent as a
result of these rule changes will push more employees to
leave the USPTO. “The agency lost 10 percent of its
examiner work force overall last year and suffered even
greater losses in some divisions, including its key electrical
technology branch, where 19 percent of first-year hires quit,”
noted the Federal Times.


During recent USPTO town hall meetings, the agency
announced that it is developing a third rules package that
would limit information disclosure statements (IDS) to no
more than 25 references, but may also include the reduction
or elimination of IDS fees. While POPA believes that some
of the changes may benefit examiners to an extent, taking
away their time is not an acceptable quid pro quo.


The USPTO is accepting public comments on these rule
changes through May 3.


should be—from $2,500 to $10,000 depending on the grade
and step. That doesn’t account for the income examiners
have lost each year that the USPTO failed to seek the pay
raise since it signed the Millennium Agreement.


In suggesting the OTS awards while refusing to honor
the Millennium Agreement, the USPTO is stealing the
examiners’ dinner and throwing them the crumbs.


POPA strongly advocates compensating employees for
their work, but such compensation needs to be provided
fairly and equitably. In its discussions, the USPTO made
clear that it would not accept employee-suggested guidelines
for the on-the-spot (OTS) award program that would ensure
that the program is administered fairly to all employees.
Hence, the OTS program would allow one supervisor to
award an employee for a particular action while other em-
ployees performing the very same activity may not receive
an award from their respective supervisors. This inherently
unfair system would anger and demoralize those employees
who do not get the award yet are equally deserving.


The awards proffered by USPTO amounted to $25 to
$75 each, to a maximum of $125 per year per employee. The
agency did not give a total available to fund the agency-wide
OTS awards.


Supervisors must complete a 10-line “narrative justifi-
cation” for nominating an employee and a higher manager
must then approve the nomination. Varying criteria deter-
mine the varying levels of awards, but the system doesn’t
include a mechanism for ensuring impartial presentation.
For example, if an examiner “put forth that extra effort
permitting early completion of a routine project”—the
USPTO-stated criteria for a $25 OTS award—but that
examiner’s personality for some reason rubs the supervisor
the wrong way, that examiner will never get the award and
there’s nothing to be done about it.


For a full description of the USPTO OTS award
program, employees can go to http://ptoweb/ptointranet/ohr/
employees/benefits/onthespot.htm


Proposals to Reduce Examiners’ Time
(continued from page 1)


Awards for All, Please
If Not, Why Not?


The following was excerpted from an e-mail one supervisor
received from an examiner. Examiners agency-wide can
legitimately make the same requests for awards and specific
supervisory rationales for why they are not granted.


I am requesting the largest available on-the-spot award
please be awarded to each member of the art unit, immediately
and as frequently as the program permits.


The vast majority of the patent corps and our art unit
act professionally and provide a high level of customer service on
an ongoing basis. Because these are the activities that the agency
said warrant granting an on-the-spot award, each and every one
of us deserves the maximum level of award available.


If you cannot grant each of us awards, please offer each of us
an explanation as to what is preventing you from doing so and
what if any changes we would have to make to earn these awards.


Spotty Awards (continued from page 1)







Bait-and-Switch Recruiting
Demoralizes New Hires


Many newly hired patent examiners are discovering that
USPTO workplace benefits are not as the agency described
during the recruiting process, hurting their morale and
sometimes speeding their exit.


Some new employees have been stunned to learn that
they initially are ineligible for flextime, telework, and law
school tuition reimbursement, that training is not as adver-
tised, and that some Patent Academy supervisors insist on a
dress code even when the USPTO and POPA have agreed
that there is no dress code.


Read Between the Lines
At www.USPTOCareers.gov, in its section on frequently


asked questions, the agency writes, “The U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office is one of the few federal agencies offering
flexible work schedules,” and goes on to detail the varying
flextime plans where employees have a variety of schedule
options. It closes with, “Once you are hired, your supervisor
will advise you of your work schedule.”


Indeed, once you report to work your supervisor will
tell you that you cannot work flextime until your supervisor
thinks you are ready, and that could be after many months
on the job.


In answer to another question regarding training, the
USPTO Web site states, “You will receive three weeks of
Patent Examiner Initial Training (PEIT) before reporting to
your new office. Additional on-the-job training from an
experienced Supervisory Patent Examiner (SPE) is then
provided.”


In real life, the agency now trains new electrical area
examiners in Technology Center 2600 for eight months, first
placing them in open classrooms and then in blocks of cubi-
cles. They will not be assigned to their permanent office for
months. The USPTO plans to expand that lengthy training
to other technology centers.


The law school tuition reimbursement program is a fine
and appropriate carrot to dangle in front of potential exam-
iners, but the USPTO needs to state clearly that it’s only
available to examiners who’ve been on the job for two years.


“It Seems Hardly Fair”
Regarding appropriate employee attire, the 


USPTOCareers.gov site states, “We prefer a business casual
dress code. Since Patent Examiners maintain some contact
with the public, they are encouraged to present a neat and
clean appearance.”


The USPTO Human Resources Web page repeats this
view and adds, “However, the USPTO does not have a dress
code.”


Not so for many new examiners. One wrote in a letter
to POPA that many “are surprised and concerned that the
newly formed Patent Training Academy dress code has been
declared to be ‘business casual,’ with individuals
specifically rebuked for wearing jeans or not wearing col-


lared shirts, either stand-alone or under sweaters.”
“It seems hardly fair that the Academy should expect


our hard earned first paychecks to be spent on clothing,” the
examiner added.


While acknowledging that a dress code may “make the
Office look good for the public,” the examiner wrote, “start-
ing off by making us do something that many were told they
wouldn’t have to do before accepting their offers sounds like
a lie to me, and no employee is happy when management
says one thing and then acts completely differently.”


In Memoriam


Former USPTO Commissioner
Donald W. Banner


The former USPTO commissioner who oversaw the
introduction of employee flextime, Donald Banner, died in
January at age 81 in Tucson, Ariz.


During his tenure as commissioner from 1978 to 1979 in
the Carter administration, Banner exhibited respect for
employees’ opinions. POPA and the employees had refused
an earlier USPTO flextime proposal that required the paper
equivalent of time clocks. Banner agreed with the union’s
sign-in sheet counterproposal, which worked very well for
the 25 years before the agency moved to Carlyle.


One veteran examiner recalled a prophetic speech
Banner gave in which he likened the USPTO to a three-
legged stool that balanced equally on pendency, production
and quality. If you change the size of any of those three legs
without adjusting the others, Banner said, the whole system
topples.


Banner was also the father of the concept of charging
applicants additional fees for time extensions.


His dedication to the patent system includes serving
from 1977 to 1978 as the president of the American
Intellectual Property Law Association and co-founding the
Intellectual Property Owners Association in 1972, as well as
acting as its president in from 1981 to 1992.
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Correction
The front-page story of the Nov.-Dec. 2005 POPA


News should have noted that the Commerce Department
rulebook clearly states that a Commerce space reserva-
tion can only be made after a completed CD-410 form is
submitted with authorized signatures. The employee, who
had been fired by the USPTO and subsequently reinstat-
ed after arbitration, followed that rule. The employee had
only inquired about leasing space; no Commerce space
reservation was ever completed, contrary to the USPTO’s
accusations.







European Examiners Join POPA
in Seeking More Time for Quality


The Staff Union of the European Patent Office
(SUEPO) documented its backing for POPA’s request for
more examination time per case in a December 2005 letter.


SUEPO also provided statistics supporting its own cam-
paign for more time to do higher quality work at the EPO.
SUEPO wrote that its examiners are “highly concerned
about the current narrow-minded focus” of the EPO on pro-
duction. “This blinkered approach to the future of the EPO
is damaging the very foundation upon which the success of
the organization was built: Quality.”


Some of SUEPO’s 2004 quality facts:
■ 9 percent of EPO examiners believe the EPO man-


agement is actively involved in improving quality.
■ 60 percent of EPO examiners are uncomfortable bal-


ancing current production demands and quality require-
ments.


■ 77 percent of EPO examiners believe that current
productivity demands do not allow enforcement of the qual-
ity standards.


■ 90 percent of EPO examiners believe that current
productivity demands do not allow them to keep up to date
on jurisprudence, changes in procedure, technical develop-
ments, etc.


Clearly many EPO examiners have
the same concerns about quality as the
USPTO examiners.


POPA thanks its fellow EPO examin-
ers for their generous support in POPA’s
continuing fight for high-quality patent
examination.


Redesigned POPA.Org
Hits the Web


Patent professionals will find a new
design and updated information at
www.popa.org, the POPA Web site.


POPA leaders plan to use the site to
distribute more frequent updates on
workplace and worklife developments.
Patent employees and the wider patent
community can also use the site’s
Contact/Feedback form to ask direct
questions and communicate confidential-
ly with POPA leadership. For example,
answers to written questions handed to
POPA after the recent series of member-
ship meetings are now being posted on
the Web site.


POPA.org also has a .pdf archive of
POPA newsletters, formal agreements
between POPA and the USPTO, salary
tables and more under the Useful
Information tab.


The site soon will give patent profes-
sionals the opportunity to sign up to
receive important e-news delivered to
their personal (preferably non-USPTO)
e-mail inboxes. With contract negotia-
tions on the horizon, getting facts from
your association, not rumor in the hall-
ways, will be more vital than ever.
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FLRA Dismisses USPTO Appeal
Disabled Examiner to Regain Job


When the USPTO last year fired an examiner with a
sleep disorder even after his performance dramatically
improved to an “outstanding” level with medical treatment,
an arbitrator ordered the agency to reinstate the employee.
Rather than seeking to “retain an employee with a
consistent record of the highest quality,” as stated by the
arbitrator, the USPTO pushed hard to fire the employee by
appealing its case to the Federal Labor Relations Authority
(FLRA). The Authority recently ruled that it rejected the
USPTO’s legal arguments and dismissed its appeal, clearing
the way for the long overdue rehiring of the examiner with
backpay. [Read the details of the arbitration in the June-July
2005 newsletter at www.popa.org.]


In its conclusions, the FLRA stated that, despite the
USPTO’s unprecedented claims of FLRA jurisdiction, the
Authority indeed lacks the ability to overrule in this case
because this “ensures consistency and uniformity of process
and discourages forum shopping, as Congress intended.”


The USPTO’s fruitless legal maneuvering added many
months to the examiner’s joblessness. The employee, whose
production had fallen to 84 percent due to his illness, had
resumed 118 percent production after receiving a diagnosis
and treatment. Yet the agency fired him anyway.


I’m a big believer in checks and balances; it’s a basic
principle of our government, and essential in the federal
workplace. During my first couple of years as a patent
examiner I observed that USPTO management could act in
a very one-sided fashion; contract proposals often did not
include things the workers found essential, and examiners
often had a significantly different view from management.


I joined POPA because we need representation.
Without POPA, we would have no voice in our working
conditions. Personally, I’ve benefited from many of the
protections POPA has negotiated, including things like other
time for computer problems as well as from the flexible
work schedules. I’m committed to making USPTO a better
place, and I think POPA is integral to helping us do that.


While in my 14 years here I’ve never had any personal
issues with management, I’m aware of many cases where
POPA saved the careers of good patent examiners who’ve
experienced harmful and unjust personnel actions. Frequent-
ly, the union representatives help negotiate fair treatment,
protecting the examiner and avoiding the need to file a
grievance. By paying my dues, I help assure that POPA will
be there if I ever need that kind of help.


The U.S. patent system needs a fair and balanced
workplace for its professionals, and we need POPA as our
watchdog. We need the union because we need a voice.
—Lorraine Spector, Primary Patent Examiner, Technology
Center 1600 
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Greener Pastures
“Seasoned patent and intellectual property
lawyers continue to be in demand in the
District offices of major law firms.”
—The Washington Post, March 6, 2006


POPA Budget – 2005-2006
The following report includes 2005 Association


income and expenditures through Dec. 31, 2005, and the
2006 Association budget approved by the Executive
Committee.


Income 2005 2006 
Actual Projected


Dues $192,955.00 $195,000.00
Interest $ 4,637.24 $ 3,000.00
Total Income $197,592.24 $198,000.00


Expenditures 2005 Actual 2006 Budget
Litigation & Lobbying $187,381.82 $150,000.00
Newsletter $  29,307.37 $  30,000.00
National Activities $    1,499.00 $    4,000.00
Training Conferences $    4,365.21 $    6,000.00
Legal Info. Services $    4,205.00 $    7,000.00
Elections $               0 $    4,000.00
Administrative $  10,310.35 $  13,000.00
Membership Services $    7,230.00 $    9,000.00
Membership Meetings $    1,201.85 $    2,000.00
Capital Expenditures $    3,217.40 $    7,000.00


Total Expenditures $248,718.00 $232,000.00
Net to Reserve ($51,125.76) ($ 34,000.00)


Notes
National Activities: Membership dues for national


organizations such as Public Employees Roundtable,
Fund to Insure an Independent Retirement and Society
of Federal and Employee Labor Relations Professionals.


Administrative: Includes expenses for accounting,
secretarial, postage, office supplies and equipment,
insurance, software, service charges and miscellaneous.


Membership Services: Membership incentives,
including purchase of the Federal Personnel Guide for
current and new members and participation in
Community Day.


“Saving the Careers of Good
Examiners”







Telephone Art Unit         Office
President 
Robert D. Budens 571-272-0897 1648 REM-3A35
Vice President 
Larry J. Oresky 571-272-6930 3652 KNX-3B11
Secretary 
Howard J. Locker 571-272-0980 1661 REM-2C81
Assistant Secretary 
Pamela Schwartz 571-272-1528 1774 REM-10C75
Treasurer 
Randy Myers 571-272-7526 2644 KNX-6B81


Chemical Area Delegates
Dell Chism 571-272-0962 1654 REM-3C11
Dr. Kathleen Duda   571-272-1383 1756 REM-9A65
Dr. Patricia Duffy 571-272-0855 1645 REM-3B05
Jennifer Graser 571-272-0858 1645 REM-3B09
Adrienne Johnstone 571-272-1218 1733 REM-7B19
Geraldine Letscher   571-272-1334 1752 REM-9D55
Frank Prats 571-272-0921 1651 REM-3A41
Dr. Larry Tarazano   571-272-1515 1773 REM-6A69
Christine Saoud 571-272-0891 1647 REM-4E81


Telephone Art Unit        Office
Electrical Area Delegates
David Blum 571-272-1687 2813 JEF-7C19
Sheila Clark 571-272-1725 2815 JEF-5B07
Bill Deane 571-272-7484 2642 KNX-7D77
Albert Gagliardi 571-272-2436 2878 JEF-5C83
Kim Lockett 571-272-2067 2837 JEF-10C73
William Luther 571-272-3142 2667 JEF-3B81
Gene Munson 571-272-1659 2811 JEF-7A51
Michael Shingleton   571-272-1770 2817 JEF-5D19
Scott J. Sugarman 571-272-2340 2873 JEF-3D11
Julie Anne Watko 571-272-7597 2653 KNX-8A75
Howard Weiss 571-272-1720 2814 JEF-5A15
B. James Peikari 571-272-4185 2189 RND-2C89


Mechanical Area Delegates
Ella Colbert 571-272-6741 3624 KNX-5D61
Philippe Derakshani  571-272-4925 3754 RND-10D65
David Isabella 571-272-4749 3738 RND-6D15
Vinh Luong 571-272-7109 3682 KNX-3C03
David Reip 571-272-4702 3731 RND-6B81
Shelley Clement 571-272-6884 3641 KNX-5B09
Kimberly Wood 571-272-6826 3632 KNX-2D55


Designs and Others
Terri Schenk 571-272-5842 OCIO MDE-3B07
Melanie H. Tung 571-272-2613 2911 REM-5B87
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2006 POPA Executive Committee


Patent Office Professional Association
Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:


The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,
P.O. Box 2745, Arlington, VA 22202


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Lawrence J. Oresky
Vice President/Director of Grievances, (571) 272-6930


Howard Locker, Secretary/
Director of Adverse Action Challenges, (571) 272-0980


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices, (571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org
© 2006 Patent Office Professional Association


Retirement Planning Seminars
Available


POPA recommends that eligible employees attend the
pre-retirement and retirement planning seminars offered by
the federal government and the USPTO.


The two-day Mid-Career Planning Seminar, for employ-
ees with 10-15 years of service, uses a common-sense
approach to financial planning by examining all aspects of
FERS, CSRS, Social Security, TSP, FEGLI, FEHBP and
financial/estate planning.


To register, go to http://uspto-a-pattr-1/RetirementReg/
index.cfm


Employees who plan to retire within three to five years
can attend the three-day Pre-Retirement Seminar. The
course covers what participants need to know to plan a
smooth transition into retirement, including: a review of
FEGLI, FEHBP, CSRS, FERS, Social Security and Medicare
programs; how annuity and survivor benefits are calculated;
the importance of financial, estate, tax, and legal planning;
plus the health and psychological aspects of retirement.


To register, go to http://uspto-a-pattr-1/Hrregistration/
index.cfm.








Patents Hoteling: Too Hot to Handle
January 2006 Vol. 06  No. 1


(continued on page 2)


The Patents Hoteling Program (PHP)—announced on
Dec. 12, 2005, by USPTO Director Jon Dudas—may sound
like an enticing work-at-home idea to eligible examiners, but
the details will bedevil even the most conscientious employ-
ees. Instead of accepting a hoteling program that requires
employees to sell their workplace souls for the ability to tele-
work, POPA is seeking to work with the USPTO to create a
telework program with reasonable protections for all
employees.


What the USPTO Doesn’t Tell You
The specifics that the agency omitted from its hoteling


program leave employees vulnerable to potential mistreat-
ment by managers.


The USPTO hoteling program requires that participat-
ing employees travel to Carlyle at least one hour each week
whether it’s needed or not. Does the USPTO believe there is
any work you could do better and faster in a hoteling cubicle
at the office than you could do at home? No. Management
wants you at the office because this gives the agency the abil-
ity to make Carlyle the employees’ official duty station. This
means that employees must pay for their expenses and eat
the time for travel to and from the office. Alternately, if the
hoteling program makes the duty station an employee’s
home, every time a manager calls the employee to the office
the agency would need to reimburse the employee for travel


and the time would count as “other” time.
If an employee spends the overwhelming amount of


work time at home, the duty station should be at home. This
arrangement is fair and would induce the agency to better
respect the employee’s time and accept the costs of doing
business on site.


If the electricity goes out at your home or your Internet
connection goes down or if everything works but very s-l-o-
w-l-y, the hoteling program has no provisions for granting
“other” time. You will be on your own and on the clock.


The USPTO hoteling program also does not detail the
extent of access the agency receives to monitor your equip-
ment or your activities or your personal Internet use. Under
hoteling, you’ll carry home supplies yourself, including reams
of paper. Before signing up, you need to consider how com-
fortable you will be doing training, meetings or interviews in
front of a video Web cam and having these videos archived
for possible litigation or disciplinary uses.


In his memo Director Dudas described hoteling:


The USPTO’s rapidly increasing examiner attrition 
rate —and the agency’s failure to comply with 2005
minimum examiner staffing rates mandated by Congress—
proves the critical need for the USPTO to seek an increase
in examiners’ special rate pay for 2006 as requested by
POPA in early January 2006.


The agency owns the tools to increase pay and reduce
the number of examiners heading for the exit, and it con-
sented in 2001 to use the tools every year, but hasn’t. When
the USPTO signed the Millennium Agreement in 2001, it
sought an increase in examiners’ pay by 10 percent over the
D.C. area General Schedule rate. It also agreed to annually
request the Office of Personnel Management to increase pay
to maintain that differential.


Only once, however, in 2002, did the agency actually ask
OPM, which denied the raise claiming that it wasn’t needed
to retain and attract employees. Since then, the agency has
refused to ask OPM for an increase, claiming that the agency
did not have any problems attracting and retaining employ-
ees. POPA continues to litigate the agency’s refusal to honor
the Millennium Agreement pay proposals.


During the first week of January, POPA met with
Commissioner for Patents John Doll to ask that the USPTO


POPA Asks the USPTO to
Increase Special Rate Pay


© 2006 POPA 


(continued on page 4)


ALLIED PRINTING 


WA S H I N G T ON  
T R A D E S COUNCILUNION
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Patents Hoteling 
(continued from page 1)


“Participants can reserve time in on-campus ‘shared offices’
to conduct certain business, such as interviewing applicants
and attorneys, receiving training, attending meetings, and
using on-site resources as needed.” He didn’t mention that
the “as needed” is determined solely by your managers and
could be as often as they like and at the drop of a hat, creat-
ing logistical nightmares for participants.


For example, a Jan. 9 memo to all Technology Center
2600 employees announced meetings for the following day,
stating, “This meeting is mandatory and your attendance is
therefore required.” The first meeting was scheduled for 7:30
a.m. and the last would not end until 4:30 p.m. Employees
on hoteling would need to rearrange their at-home schedule
in fewer than 24 hours to meet this demand.


If after you’ve signed onto the agency’s hoteling pro-
gram you find that it isn’t working for you—or your perfor-
mance rating falls below fully successful—the USPTO says
you will need to return to work on site. Only now, you won’t
get your office back. Hoteling doesn’t give any guarantees
on what kind of office you’ll return to, and the USPTO is
already installing cubicles and planning on three people per
office space for those on hoteling.


Without a fair, negotiated agreement instituting a tele-
work program, the USPTO can terminate an individual’s
participation or its entire hoteling program at any time,
throwing the lives of employees into immediate turmoil. The
USPTO has cancelled a program without warning before,
shutting down the law school tuition program after em-
ployees had registered and paid for classes, leaving them
with thousands of dollars of debt. Such a turnabout could
happen again.


Dealing with USPTO technology through the hoteling


program can also consume hours of examination time.
Director Dudas in his memo wrote, “PHP participants will
have all the communications tools and application process-
ing capabilities they need to do their jobs remotely.” The
USPTO says it will provide computer maintenance and re-
pair training initially to hoteling participants so they can
troubleshoot with tech support staff over the phone. Only
when all else fails will the program send a tech support pro-
fessional to service your at-home equipment or software, but
with no assurances of timeliness. And the hoteling program
doesn’t pledge “other” time for any needed tech support.


Working Together on Telework
POPA has been striving to convince the USPTO to ex-


pand the telework program for years. However, to protect
employees’ rights set forth in several of the existing USPTO-
POPA contracts, which the agency hoteling program directly
violates, POPA did not enter into formal negotiations on the
hoteling program.


Formal negotiation would allow the USPTO to bargain
insincerely, quickly declare an impasse, and then have the
agency’s proposals imposed upon examiners by the Federal
Service Impasses Panel (FSIP). The current FSIP, composed
of part-time political appointees, virtually always sides with
management. This is the same panel that wholly agreed with
the USPTO and imposed the “quality initiatives” that many
examiners revile.


POPA would negotiate if it had assurances that it 
would result in an improved patents telework program. The
USPTO, however, has refused to partner or discuss the
terms without deal-busting formal negotiations. Hence, the
agency is creating a program that employees must accept 
at their own risk with no guaranteed rights or protections.


Carlyle has no space to house all the examiners that
must be hired in the next five years. If employees choose not
to accept the agency’s less-than-adequate hoteling program,
the USPTO will be behind the eight-ball and may be obliged
to listen to employees’ concerns, work with POPA, and cre-
ate a successful telework program that’s acceptable for
everyone.


Deputy Commissioner for Patent Operations Peggy Focarino pre-
sented outgoing POPA President Ronald J. Stern with a Certifi-
cate of Service at an open retirement reception on Dec. 21.


POPA All-Members Meetings
February 15 and 21


Hoteling
We need to hear from you. Tell us what you need in
a hoteling program. There will be a written survey
of dues-paying members.


Other topics to be discussed:
■ Production goal increases
■ Patents special pay rate
■ Contract negotiations


One hour of “other” time will be available 
for this meeting


POPA: Keeping You Informed


➔
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USPTO Acknowledges Its Error,
Avoids Grievance


The USPTO rescinded a warning regarding an examin-
er’s alleged unacceptable “workflow management” perfor-
mance after POPA intervened to point out workflow data
that management had overlooked. The USPTO’s acknowl-
edgement of its mistake in discussions with POPA circum-
vented the need for a formal grievance, saving the agency,
the employee and the union much time and effort.


In October 2005, the agency sent the employee a confir-
mation of oral warning based on alleged unacceptable per-
formance in the critical element of workflow management.
Upon reviewing the employee's workflow data, POPA
uncovered instances in which the employee did not receive
positive workflow points for having completed amendments
within one month of their receipt. The USPTO also had
charged negative workflow points to the employee even
though he had timely sought excusal of an overdue amend-
ed case because he’d had to wait for the actions of another
examiner before acting on the amendment.


(continued on page 4)


Another Job Saved by POPA
After the USPTO fired an examiner for alleged


unacceptable performance in three critical work elements,
POPA took the case to arbitration and showed that the
USPTO was wrong on all three charges, winning the GS-13
examiner’s reinstatement with full back pay and benefits. It
is POPA’s fifth victory out of six recent removal challenges.


The agency had based the examiner’s removal upon
alleged unacceptable performance in the critical elements of
production goal achievement, patent examining functions
(commonly known as quality), and workflow management.
Failure in a single critical element during the written-
warning improvement period is just cause for removal.


Regarding the critical element of production goal
achievement, an examiner gets count credit at the time he or
she sends an action to the supervisor. This goes hand in hand
with examiners submitting office actions in "final" form. In
this case, the examiner was receiving production credit only
after the supervisor had reviewed and approved the content
of the action. Arbitrator Jonathan E. Kaufmann ruled this
improper.


As to the critical element of quality, the USPTO
admitted that two-thirds of the errors it held against the
examiner were from office actions for which the examiner
received no credit during the improvement period. As
POPA testified during the hearing and as stated clearly in
the performance appraisal plan and its guidelines, the agency
calculates the error rate using the office actions counted
during the performance improvement period. Thus the
arbitrator threw out most of the agency’s alleged "clear
errors" in actions credited at other times.


Regarding the critical element of workflow
management, the agency alleged that the grievant was
"gaming" the system by not turning in work after getting it
back from the supervisor with corrections. Arbitrator
Kaufmann agreed with POPA. “The union persuasively
argued that this makes no sense,” he wrote. “If the grievant
does not turn in cases, his count is low, his work production
fails, and he receives negative workflow points.”


“It appears that management was willing to use every
possible basis it could find to support its termination action,
even if it did not follow [its] own procedures,” wrote
Kaufmann.


Supervisor’s Attitude “Appalling”
In this case, the group director insisted that the


supervisor review all of the examiner’s cases, even though
the supervisor was on detail elsewhere. Suddenly the
examiner found his cases “bottled up,” as the arbitrator
described, with 30 cases waiting for his supervisor’s action at
one point. When the employee asked the supervisor for
help, the supervisor responded, “I’m sorry, I can only review
as many cases as I can.”


Arbitrator Kaufmann agreed that the examiner should
not be penalized for others’ actions. “I found particularly
appalling [the supervisor’s] e-mail in which he complained


he was too busy working his other job and that (by
implication) the grievant should be sympathetic to his
situation,” Kaufmann wrote. “Such a response is simply
unsupportable.”


The arbitrator also found that the agency had not given
the examiner a reasonable opportunity to show acceptable
performance and therefore had not treated him fairly and
equitably. The USPTO representatives testified that
supervisors must take care to ensure that an employee with
performance problems receives appropriate attention,
including training. Yet the agency did not take such care
with this employee.


MAKE YOUR 
VOICE HEARD


$50 Bonus Campaign Extended!
Current dues-paying POPA members have
until February 28 to receive $50 for every
new member they sign up for POPA. See
your POPA representative for details.


Stand Up and Be Counted as a
Dues-Paying POPA Member!
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seek a special rate pay adjustment to make up for the ero-
sion of the special rate pay differential over the last five
years. With the government-wide pay raise that took effect
Jan. 8, 2006, examiners’ pay is now 7 percent below what it
would be had the agency kept its promises.


The National Academy of Public Administration
(NAPA) in a 2005 report underscored the need to increase
pay to stem the swelling attrition tide. “In 10 out of 13 years,
from FY 1992-2004, for every ten patent examiners hired,
five left; many within the first three years,” wrote NAPA.
From FY 2000 through 2004, the agency hired 2,309 examin-
ers yet lost 1,527. NAPA also noted, “…unchecked attrition
of recent hires is at historical levels and will likely exacer-
bate the pendency problem and reduce the quality and con-
sistency of patent determinations.”


USPTO Lets Down Congress
Congress saw examiners jumping ship and for the first


time, in its fiscal year 2005 appropriations, directed the
USPTO to attain a staffing level of not less than 5,848 posi-
tions for patent application searching and examination by
the end of fiscal year 2005. Yet the agency didn’t; it hired
more than 900 new examiners, but 428 left. Approximately
10.3 percent of the total examination staff moved on. POPA
estimates that the agency fell about 130 examiners short of
Congress’ mandate.


Though the USPTO knew that it had missed the legisla-
tively mandated minimum, it neglected to mention that
point in its 2005 annual report to Congress.


The USPTO’s noncompliance with Congress’ wishes
was not lost on House and Senate appropriations conferees.
The 2006 appropriations conference report stated, “The con-
ferees note their disappointment with the USPTO’s inability
to adhere to Public Law 108-447, which mandated staffing
levels for patent and trademark examiners.”


New POPA President Installed
The POPA Executive Committee installed Robert D.


Budens as the new POPA president in early January after
Lawrence J. Oresky stepped down from that post to resume
his position as vice president. Oresky had taken over for
former President Ronald Stern, who retired Dec. 31.


Budens joined the USPTO in July 1990 as an examiner
in the Biotech group. Since 1994 he has been a GS-15, Ph.D.-
level primary examiner. Trained as a clinical immunologist,
Budens examined vaccines and treatments for HIV/AIDS.
He has been a POPA delegate since 1998, has chaired
POPA’s automation committee, and negotiated several issues
for POPA. For several years he’s worked side by side with
Ron Stern on legislative and public relations matters.


Speaking of POPA’s many challenges in the months
ahead, Budens noted that the USPTO wants to negotiate a
new contract with POPA that likely “will try to reduce or
eliminate many of our benefits and protections.” He pointed
to two recently issued USPTO rule-change proposals to
increase examiner production requirements by as much as
10 percent, and the patents hoteling program, which is
“fraught with uncertainty for employees.”


“Only by standing together can we meet these
challenges,” said Budens. “POPA needs the support of each
and every bargaining unit member now more than ever.”


Special Rate Pay (continued from page 1)


POPA officers for 2006: [L to R] Randy Myers, Treasurer; Robert
Budens, President; Howard Locker, Secretary; Pam Schwartz,
Assistant Secretary; Lawrence Oresky, Vice President.


Know Your Rights
The employee’s rights in this situation apply to all


examiners. The USPTO’s Guidelines for Performance
Appraisal Plans states,


“An examiner shall not be held responsible for a
delay which is beyond his or her immediate control.
A prescribed time period or special handling instruc-
tion will be waived, excused, or extended provided
that the examiner has timely informed his or her
supervisor of a delay which is beyond his or her
immediate control.”


The guidelines also list examples of situations in which
“it shall be unreasonable to adversely evaluate an examiner
for failure to meet a particular timeliness standard.”


Know your rights, understand what is expected of you,
and know that POPA is your workplace resource and partner.


USPTO Avoids Grievance (cont. from page 3)
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